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GNATION);L
ASSOCIATION'FOR

IRLS A D WOMEN IN SPORT
The National Association. tbr Girls and Women in Sport is a nonprofit, educational

organization designed to serve the needs of participants, teachers, coaches, leaders
and administrators in sports programs for girlS and/ women. It is one of seven
associations of the American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation
and Dance.

PURPOSE

The purpose of the National Association for Girls and Women in Sport is to foster
the developmenf of sports programs for the enrichment of the life of the participant.

BELIEFS

The National Association for Girls and Women in Sport believes that:
Sports are 'an integral part of the culture in which we live.
Sports programs are a part of the total educational experience of the participant

when conducted in educational institutions.
Opportunities for instruction and participation in sports appropriate to her skill

level should be included in the experience of every Iãrl.
Sports skills and sports participation are valuablej social and recreational tools

which may he used to enrich the lives of women iz1our society.
Competition and cooperation,pay be demonstrated in all sports programs, al-

thoughThe type and intensity of the competition and cooperation will vary with the
degree or level of skill of the participants. . .

An understanding of the relationship between competition and cooperation and the
utilization of both within the accepted framework of our society is one of the desirable
outcomes of sports participation:

.

Physical activity is important in the maintenance of the geneial health of the
participant.

Participation in sporis contributes to thedevelopment of self-confidence and to the
establishment of desirable interpersonal relationships.

FUNCTIONS

The National Association for Girls and Wojnen in Sport promotes desirable sports
programs through:
1. Formulating and publicizing guiding principles and standards for the adminis-

trator, leader, official, and player.
2.4 Publishing and interpreting rules governing sports for girls and women.
3. Providing the means for training, evaluating, and rating officials.
4. Disseminating information on the conduct, of girls' and women's sports.
5. Stimulating. evaluatitig,,and disseminating research in the field of girls' and

women's sports.
b. Cooperating with allied groups interested in girls' and women's sports in order to

formulate policies and rules that affect the conduct of women's sports.
7. Providing opportunities for the develophient of leadership among girls and

women for the conduct of their sports programs.

5 ,s.



STANDARDS IN SP6RTS i'OR GIRLS AND WOMEN

Standards in sports activities for girls and women should be based upon the
following:
1. Sports activities for girls and women should be talight, coached, and officiated by

qualified women whenever and wherever possible.
2. Programs should provide eViiry girl with a wide variety of &tivities.
3. The results of competition should be judged in terms of knefits to the participant,

rather than by the winning of championships or ,the athletic or commercial
advantage to schools or organizations.

Health and Safety Standards for Players
;Careful supervision of the health of all players must be, provided by

1. An examination by a qualified physician ,
2. Written permission by a qualified physician after serious illness or injury
3. Removal of players' when they are injured or overfatigued or show signs of

emotional instability
4. A healthful, safe and sanitary environment for sports activity
5 . Limitation of competition to a geographical,area which will permit.players to

return at reasonable hours; provision of safe transportation.

General Policies

1. Select the members of all teams so that they play against those of4approximately
the same ability and maturity.

2. Arrange the schedule of games and practices so as not to place demands on the,
team or player which would jeopardize the educational objectives of the com-
prehensive sports program.

3. ,Discourage any girl from practicing with, or pitying with, a team for more than
one group while competing in that sport during thysame sport season.

4. Promote social events in connectioniwith -all fonr of competition.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND SERVICE

All requests-for information about services should be addressed to: Executive
Director, National Association for Girl* and Women in Sport (NAGWS),
AAHPERD, 1201 - 16th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
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FOREWORD

- The articles included in the basketball section of the /979-8/ NAGWS
Basketball (lethal/ Guide: Tips-and Techniques are intended to meet the needs
and interest\ of a great variety of readers.

The first article is ay introduction to the psychology involved in coaching with
e.kamples specific 6 basketball. We all know about "psyching up; Linda quriker
makes us-aware of how we may be "psyching out."

Christine llime's artide describes a unique intramural basketball activity that is-
appropriate tor both high school and college.,

Few of Us know enough about working with the media, a deficiency that Ann
Penstones should help alleviate.

Most coaches feel sincere-concern about their players' health yet, according to
Linda Arnold. i.oaches may be putting their players in a life or death situation by
allowing them to chew gum while compe" ting.

Whether hN: ticsiAn' or Out of necessity, most coaches are never out of season.
I'atnicia Meiser discusse activities w.hie h. if done off-season, can relieve much of the
pressure usually' felt during the regular season.

Jae Allen discusses pre-season conditioning for women and girls, an often over-
looked hirt %hal aspect to a successful se4son.

-A difficult task for coaches is the selection of a small basketball squad from the
large ntnnber of people who tr_c out for a team. Lynda Umfress gives a simple battery
which can evaluate a large number of participants' performances.

The individual and team techniques involved in a successful basketball per-
formame arc more highly refined than ever before. Cathy Benedetto,offers ideas on
how to anal,re and improve shooting t&hnkiues; Lois Klatt presents techniques for,
teaehing and practicing the "continuity offense: and Edith Godleski provido a °
primer to coaches for teaching players how to break the zone presS.

Scorehooks reflect that many games are lost or won at the free throw line. Jo Streit
ouflines a technique for improving free-throw shootiAg effectiveness andefficiency.

More and more coaches attempt to recruit tall;Payers for their basketball team.
Roo Bowling demonstratc:s that it is the effective use of a player rather than height
alone which is important in the development of a post player.

Lverv effort has gone into miikinig this a valuabVreference to players, teachers,
eoaches, and all others.interested in basketball. The reader can judge if we have been
suc..esstul.

c

Jt N I.. PF
Chairperson, NAGWS Basketball Guide
Champaign, Illinois
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DEALING WITH ANXIETY
OSYCHING UP,. NOT OUT -

,

14. 1ADA BUNttER.

Linda Bunker.is chairperson of the Department of Health and Physical Edu;,catior.i at the University ofVirginia. .ihe has Lyen active in writing and resgarchrelated to improved,sport performance.and is currently director of Pie MotorLearning Laborawry. Dr. Bunker was a threeisport athlete ?basketball: field .hockey, tennis) at file Universicy of ilithois where she ffeceived her B.S; degreein 90. (Ind her Ph, '1973 .

.Mally teachers anti .coaches believe that the best way for an indivitual ..to bepeepalredipr :in athletic etintest is to increase Arousal levels and motivation to theirmaximum. Too often tlie'-view is helailiat if athletes are not "sky high" or "psyched46" they are not Antally prepared tp pertgrm. Just the oppokite is true; the preparedand self-confident learner or athlete is, the 'relaxed, moderately aroused individual.Athletes do not perfonit skitls moseeffectively.when arousal levels are extremelyktigh. Optimal leVeis of arousal vary with the activity, so that coaches and teactwrsmpst be able to identify the levels required to determine how to control and/orTariipulatetheselevels to obtain the best competitive results.' In general, it has beenfound that for'each spOrt 'or stilh 'an individual needs to bearoused to a level abovehisiher norinal resting state, tnit nSt to too high a level. Persons who are apathetic or-under-aroused may require experience (or comments) that cause an increase inarousat levels, while perf&mers whose arousal levels are already' quite high (es-.
pecially athletes before game time') may perform better by reducing their anxiety.The relationship between an athlete's level of arousal and his/her motor per-formance is an excellent example of the-hypothesized Invered-U relationship (Figure).2 For example, a basketball player performing aimodefatelevels of arousal may beable to make 80% of the free throws attempted', if underaroused or overaroused, theathlete, maj perform at only a 50% efficiency level. In Figure I, optimal performancecan be seen at the top of tliegraph, while the SO% level could be the result of eitherbeing underaroused (X e) or overaroused (X2).

,41114.,NIK:
LEVEL

LEVEL El ArtISALOf

Figure-1. The Inverted-Li hypothesis illustrates that basketball free throw shooting or per-
,

formance is-generally maximized when 'arousal levels are at a moderate level. Over-, mazel can impair performance as markedly as can under-arousal.

14
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. The coach whose team perform;poorly in important games must avoid making the
assumption that thd players were not psyched,up, for it may be that the team was
psyched up andpui, perhaps because of overarousal. Similarly the player referred to

-+ as a "good practice player," but who apparently clutcheS or chokes at game time,
..simply may be the player who becomos overaroused.
it The degree of arousal exhibited by each athlete is often directly related to such
factors as the importance or intentive value of the game, the perceived danger, the
social importance, or the evaluative potential of a situation. For example, we can all
identify with changes in arousal levels.and performance when an imPortant person'
omes to observe, when the parents of the freshman-star are in the audience for the

first time, or when the arch rival team is the opponent. On the other hand, low arousal
Wvels can be observed to have a negative effect on such situations as the last garne of
the season when the team is already in last (or first) place or when the score is
lopsided. Ahart found that shooting percentage is relaied to the closeness of a game.
lf, for example, a game score was moderately close (5-8 points), the shooting
perentage was optimized (72%), but if the difference was 9 points or more, shooting
percentage 'was only 55%. If the game was very close (1-4 points), players tendectto
be overaroused and the percentage 71 to 53%.3

Consider Each Player Individually
Response to arousal and motivational techniques varies from individual to indi-.

vidual, but a certain level of consistency can be: expected within any one athlete.
Athletes who tend to respond with greater intensity in one situation will, in general,
respond with higher levels of intensity in other situations. A good-coach 'recognizes
which players are overaroused and which are underaroused, then helps each athlete

learn to control the' level of activities to maximize performance.
..Explanations for the divergent reactions of persons ofvarying gersonality struc-

tures are complex.. One key factor is that different situations are perceived differently
by each individual, depending on the person's predisposition and past experiences.
No single situation will be received with equal arousal .pt;tentiai within each indi-
.vidual. ,

Some athletes tend to "perceive competitive situations as threatening and to
respond to' these situations with feelings of apprehension or tension";;the Sport
CNampetition Anxiety Test has been designed to assess this trait.4 The,ge, is some
evidenc that this trait may be a critical component in-determining the relationship
between sport and anxiety and/or arousal since in a competitive situation, persons
with high competitive anxiety may be more negatively affected. If a person is
particularly sensitive to social evaluation and perceives a particular game to he very im-

. portant (e.g., a.eollege scout will be in the audienece), the player's anxiety is likely to
increase. If inereased arousal has been' detrimental to previous performance, the
coach should help the performer re-evaluate or alter the perception of the situation, or
shift the focus to task orientation through modeling', positive reinforcement, cognitive
reappraisal, etc.s

Unfortunately, the overly iirlio us athlete often is aocused of lack of 'motivation or
not being ready because'of poorer performance. Coaches and teachers often mis-
diagnose the cause of this decrease in level of attainment and attempt to increase the
motivational drive or stressors, thereby causing even worse performance. It is a
vicious cycle poor performance causes greater stress which causes even pooner
performa*..

, Group Pep talks and fialf-time "psych-ups" designed to increase'all arousal levels
must be eritically..evaluated. If !group techniques are used, the group should be

15



organized homogeneously. Rr example, perhaps coaches should house or meet with
highly aroused athletes separarejy from those who may be underaroused. Or perttaps
baskettgill guards require different techniques than forwards,.'starters 'different

. methods than reserves, etc.

.Arousal Affects Various Skill Leveissnifferentlidly
Negative effects of stress seem to be particularly iipialtent in beginners -.or in

performers who are not proficiesit at a given skill or aspect bf the game. This can be
predicted since beginners are more likely to make mistakes. Inageneral, Atatever
response is most predictable io 'beginners will occur in stressful situations. Thus,
during the introchictioii or practice of new material and skills, atousal)evels should beheld at a low or moderate level. Practice and learningsessions should be interesting,
well orgakiized and enjoyable. Competitive situations (i.e., games and relays) de-
signed foe motivatisnal purposes should be used with great caution.

For advanced players', the dominant response, or the one with the highest proba-
bility of Occurring, will be the correct response. Advanced performers may therefore
be helped by increased arousal levels. For thrp, the dominant response may mean a
successful shot, an extra fake, or a beautiful driye and score while for beginners, it islikely to be an incprrect response, a missed shot or failure.to set the screen. This
concept also explains why bad habits tend to reappear at the Most iaopportune
moments.

For coaches, the followineapplications may help illustrate this concept:
Reliable, well-rehearsed plays or skills should be used in critical situationsor forthe "Fch rival."

4 Avoid teaching new plays or skills the day before.an important contest or before
an audience.
When the score is close, use well-learned skills.
Do not -try to break bad habits or introduce new plays at times when arouial
levels are apt to be high.

Athletes can be seen practicing their favorite shots during pre-practice warm-ups.Many athletes avoid practicing their wekker skills because they are either em-
barraösed or know that people are watching and their performance will be worse than
ever. A good practice technique is to have athletes rank-order their five weakest skills
(or new, desired ;kills) and then devote 10 minutes of each practice session to
individual work on these skills. This will allow athletes to help themselves and each
other without fear of evaluation.

Once skills are learned, athletes shoirld perform under stress during practice inorder to learn to deal with it. Use. Of scrimmages, intersquad competition and
pre-season games may be helpful. On the other hand, more proficient athletes may
respond positively to socially facilitAting situations. A similar finding exists when
proficient athletes attempt to perform newly acquired skills while under competitive
stress and find their performances impaired.

Tasks are Sensitive to "Psych-out".
Each type of skill may be individually responsive to various levejs of arousal or

anxiety. For example, ielatively simple tasks are generally not negatively affected by
higher levels of arousal whereas complex tasks are usually performed better at lower
arousal levels. This-might be explained by the dominant response hypothesis since
complex tasks have a higher probability of incorrect components and would therefore
be more sensitive to the negative effects of arousal. High arousal levels also seem tp

16
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affect Skills uiring 'accuracy, .1.)alance and precision more ,tfegatively than skills
requiring ngth or,spead..

.

The i lications ofithis concept can be'seen in both good coaching practice and
strategi. 'psych-out' behaviors of the oPposition. For exampte.; a player Who is
about o attempt a tie-breaking free throw should be encouraged to relax, so as to

' red e arousal level. Opposing coaches often attempt to increase that same level by
c-a ing a time-out -told the athlete '.thinisabout" how crucial the free thiow may be'

d"thenTfore unconsciou;ly. raise the athlete's arousal level and reduce the proba-
ilhy of success, Thtis a good coach must help athletes to concentrate on the goal and

'Mentally rehearse th`e shot but should avoiagiving specific information such as, "be
"sureto extend your elbow." -

' The somewhat-oversimplified generalization that, high arousal levels might facili-
e tasks requiring strength and speed must be ap'plied cautiously to Most sports since

th re arc few 'skills in sports such as basketball ;equiring massive strength or speed
alone. Most require some-degree of accUracy and/or decision making arid are likely

" to he intetfered with if arousal levels are too high. For example, a center about to
execute. a jump ball must be mentally alert and prepared to make split-second
decisions, as well a; produce strength to "get the tip." In critical moments the coach
should recognize that athletes might 'need calming dowrk A vivid example is Often
seen on the tip-off pf championship games when both centers go up for the tip but
neither hits the ball. These athletes are probably psyched out.

Ideally, it would be beneficial if we. could 'rank order motor skills in terms of some*
continuum such as precision-and accuracy vs. strength and speed, and thus Fleet:W.
what level of aronsal would produce maximiim performance trsults. Such a listing.
would be difficult, although in general the skills such as free throw shooting and
passes from out-of-bounds are better conducted under lower arousal levels whereas
fast 'biraks and rebounding generally benefit from higher levels, or at least"wider
ranges of arousal.

It has been, suggested that the natur,of the task., in terms of all requirements,
including difficulty, might change the amount of arousalewhich can be tolerated (i.e..,
the shapeof the Inverted-U curve). More difficulkasks may require a very sensitive
amount .of arousal (narrower Inverted- U.) and consequently a smaller range of arousal
levels to 'produce optimal results. Figure 2 illustrates this concept and suggests the
complex interact fon of such factors as strength or energy requirerlientscombined with
,task difficulty to reduce even further the range of optimal arousal.

.401.174MANC.6
LEVFi

rOPS4

nooppking, ors=me
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Figure 2. The hypothesized effect of task difficulty and arousal levels on performance. (Modified
frøn Mertens. 1977)5
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In tuldiliqn to the specikc characteristics of the task, the environment in which the
;ask is perftwmed can also affeet its level'of execution. If performance takes place-in a
fteW environment, this Fan add to the performer's arousal level and perhaps help to

'explain the well-known "home Court advantage. To decrease the negative aspects,
the coach should mike ..sure that participants are given 'accurate and complete in-
formation a6out the envininment; or prefarahly be given an opportunity to pniftice in
.the new situation. College teams frequently arrive it least one day before the contest
in order to practice on the opponent's Court. This becomes particularly critical when
arousal may be affected by the imknown quality of equipment to be used, such as
different court surfaces., artificial lighting and glass bilachoards.

Hostile or friendly audiences also have :an impact on arousal and subsequent
performances levels. Teams should know what to expect and hOw to deal" With the
event. An understanding of the "snake pit' mputation of a gyninasium or Fnenlii
rehearsal of its actual appearance can facilitate adaptation to that gym rather than
leaving it to players' imagination. The unknown is offen much worse than the known.

Helping Athletes Deal with Arousal
During recent years a variety of techniques have been introduced to train basketball

. -players to control their own internal states in an effort to cope with irrelevant
anxiety-peoducing stimuli and concentrate on the overall goal of the performance.
These techniques have yielkd faster learning rates and improved skill execution

.during game situations.
V4ual Imagery and Mental Rehearsal. Many coaches and professional athletes

are now utilizing mental rehearsal to enhance athletic performance and reduce
anxiety. This technique builds confidence and allows 'players to imagine dealing 'with
anxious situations and to learn coping mechanisms.6 Visual imagery and mental
rehearsal are used by many basketball teams to enhance free-throW shooting per-
centages. Eachoplayer learns to imagine the exact details of going to the free throw
line, being handed the ball., hearing the croWd; feeling the anxiety,' frathing heavily
(to induce i uscular relaxation), and successfully shooting the free throw.

Simil chniques can he Used ko deal With major components of teamwork: For
example, a time-out, aplayer can imagine dealing with the opponent's switch
fvom a player-to-plaYer toa zone defense or fall wurt press. I.n this manner, some of
the uncertainty of the situation can be dealt with successfully. Spending a time-out to
mentally rehearse concepts can be much more useful than an impassioned speech to
"win one for the Gipper." -

RelarationTraining. Coaches, teachers and athletes now recognize that attaining a
relaxed state of _confidence in one's ability is crucial to success in sports. Some
athletes never seem to experience this state, and generally lack confidence. Fre-
quently tlie coach's only suggstions are to shout "relax" or emphasize positive
thinking. The result is usually a confused, anxious arid depressed athlete.

Becoming relaxed is essentially a matter of shifting gears mentally to' narrow the
focus of attention to one specific aspect or element at the expense of all others. This
can be done through such ciassical techniques as hypnotism, zen, yoga or autOgenicj training. But for athletes, progressiveireltuation 7 and/or its antithesis', the relaxation
response,' can be quite effdctive.

Progressive relaxation can be taught through a series of alternate muscle tight-
enings and relaxations. Athletes generally start by deliberately increasing tension,
which heightens self-awareness of how and Where tension is experienced. This
awareness allows athletes to control their own tension level.s' and to prepare them-



selyes.individually before and durMg competition so as to produce peak performance
levels.

Athletes generally, learn this technique by lying down and relaxing specifie muscle
groups, -starting with the'righl 'arm and progressingio the left ann, right leg, left leg,
Stomach, chest, neck, forehead, eyes, cheeks, jaws, total face, and total body.
Through this systematic procedure athletes learn to diseriminate between muscular
tension and the release of tension in specific muscle grOups. Once general relaxation
is accomplished, the athletes .can be taught ,differential .relaxation to minimia
extraneous tension or energy not necessary for a specific sp6rrmOvement. Athletes
learn to .be sensitive to tension patterns necessary for each Skill they Perform, called
primary tensions, as well as other tensions not required for skilled performance.
These tensions can distract the athlete and waste-energy (effort error);

Positive,Mental Rehearsal. Typically rehearsal teChniques have athletes identify a
peak performanc-e or time when they felt relaxed. They are then asked to)91.42
viSualize their bodies moving fluidly and easilY.6 Since mental rehearsal is more`
effective when the pody and mind are- relaxed, athletes should use 'one of the
relaxation procedbres prior to mental rehearsal. It is often helpful to focus on their

. strongekt skills in their most relaxed situation and then work sequentially toward their
weakest'skill in their most anxious situation. In the last step, athletesshould mentally
-rehearse a situation such as running a two-on-two fast, break in the final seconds of a
championship gante widt their team twi pointsdown, and playing in the opponent's
band box gym filled with hostile fans. It is amazing how familiar athletes can be made
'to feel in situations they have rhearsed. It isas if mental rehearsal acts as a "practice

so that the activity wjll he easier tpe.'Qcond time through. Mental rehearsal can
help build-self-confidence and make relaxed veterans" out, of nervous. rookies..

Model Training. Athletes should experience stress situations in practice which are
similar tir those which will be experienced in actual game situation ,(Model Train-
ing).9 Typically there is miire tension in game situatiOns than in practice. Athletes
who frequently must perform under stress in practice will learn to handlestress more
effectiVely in, games. Mental rehearsal is one fOrm of stress training done -in the .

imagination While model training involves simulated game practices that include
using referees and.scoreboards, wearing game uniforms, keeping statistics, piping in
group sounds; or actuaLly practicing in froht of a large vocal audience.

Build Self-confidence

Athletes must feel good about their level of competence the power of positive.
thinking cannot be underestimated. The coach must therefore establish learning and
practiCe environments which alloW athletes to be successful and to realistically
evaluate their performance. The concept of self-effiracy may be one of the critical
distinctions between winners and losers. It appears that if an athlete is capable of.
performing a desired skill and is motivated to do so, then performanCe will be
determined by the athlete'', own self-concept related to cOmpetence. Athletes who
believe in themselves have a much higher rate of success.

Self-talk. There are several well-known techniques for enhancing self-confidence,-
including positive mental rehearsal coupled with positive self-talk. The use of
resolution's -or self-efficacious statements can direetly affect an athlete's Mental
attitude.

Self-talk is often a major factor in sport. Many athletes generate self-statementS
. that are related to fear, failkire or disapproval' (e.g. , "What if I let down my coach" or

Oh no, not a zone defense we never score againstone"). This type of worry or ,
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t.negative talk is characteristic of high stress athletes and of those who have ex-
perienced numerous failures. If an athlete focuses on being a "Motor moron,"
performance will reflect th.is.

Athletes should be'encouraged 16 put Liositive images in their minds and positive
. skills will be demonstrated. They should he encouragedto think about "the ball going
in," not "what if I miss," or "I;ni a good free throw shooter," not "I never miss a
free throw . Such statements must, nowever, be coupled with positive reinforcement
from the coach.

Reahstic Goal Setting. Athletes will develop self-confidence and .perform in a
more relaxed fashion if their goals are realistic. Coacties should assist players in
Outlining a proyressive sequence of goals to help them maintain concentration and be
aware of realistic. expectations. It was suggested abOve that each player identify
his/her five weakest skills or five new skills to be attained. Once these have been, set
down, a series of target goals should- be planned. For example, the athlete can set a
goal to be able to hit 2 out of 10 jump-shots from the free throw line bythe iZecond
week of practice, 3 out of 10 by the third week, etc.

Realistic goal setting is criticarduring game play. Rather than telling the defense to
"contain" the star of the opposing team, the team members can sera goal of limiting
the opposing star plawr-to four points per quarter. This technique allows the players
to evaluate their perfOrmance periodically and to re-establish new or diffeent
'when necessary. It is al..4o effective as a reinforcer for' positive self-talk.

Conclusion

A variety ofiechniqueS have been outlined to help coaches and players maximize
their performance potential.. Basketball teams which practice these teehniques will
find that their attitude and play will be greatly improved and that they will be able to
maximize their potential.

Jamb
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CO-RECREATIPNA INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL:
A DO-IT OGETHER SPORT

CHRISTINE Z..HOWE

; '
. .Orristine Bowe rece.ived her docwrate from the Dep4rtment of Leisure Studies

at the University of Illinoi1 at Urhana-Chahipaign. She is currently an. assIstaitt
rofessor with the' Department of Recreation and Park Administration at the

University of frlissouri-Calumhia. ,

5

The Division of Campus Re&eation at the University of Illinois (Urbana-
Champaign) was among the .first organizations to impleMent co-recreational intra-
mural basketball in the mi41960s., Today, basketball remank one of the Division's,
strongest co-ree intramural' programs. There iS great interest and a high degree of
rarticipation, especially considering the variety and nember of programs that the
Qiviscon offers.

Co-rec Intramural basketball is nan-competitive play designed for social inter-
. action and for plain iun. All students faculty anIstaff are eligible p play in the same

league. A Players Without Partners" board is available to link iridividual.pfayers to
teams in need of members.

The rules of play are modified IC) enhance the role of women on the,team. At the
Uaiversity of Illinois, each team consists of five players, two men and three women.
Substitutions are allowed on a man-for-man and wornan-for-wontan basis only. Each
team must have at least one extra player to assist in scoring and timekeoping. Iris
encouraged that the team roster be large and substitutions be made freely. Tile games
consist of two 15-minute hal ves of running time. Time-outs are 45 seconds, with two
non-consecutive time-outs allowed each team per game. No time-outs are allowed in
the last minute ot; the first half or in the final three minutes of the second half.
Overtime periods are three minutes. As many overtime periods as needed are used
until a winner is determin0. Play begins with a lump ball between women players
from each team. All jump balls between men participants are conducted -at the
mid-court restraining circle.

Scoring modifications also affect the tenor cif play. Field goals scored by men are
worth two points each while those scored by wornen are wonh four points. Free
throws scored by men are one point each and those scored by women are two points.

'Women may guard only women and men may guard only men. Any violation of this
rule is considered a technical foul charged to the team whose member committed the
violation. The shooting, team may designate any member of its team to shoot the
technical, tvith points awarded on the basis of one point per geld goal for men and two
points per field goal for women. Such modifications,in 'play and scoring appear to
make the activity more co-equal and.more fun for both men and women players..

A final special regulation restricts men players from the entire area of the free throw
lane, tTom the free throw line to the baseline, at all times and on both ends of the
court . This holds troe for offensive driving, defensive guarding, offensive dribbling,
rebounding for both field Foals and free throws, and all other cases without exception.
Violations of this regulation are treated as follOws:

If the encroachment is in the violator's offensive court, the ball is awarded
out-of-bounds to the other team.

.

if the encroac,hment is in the violatov's defensive court, it is treated as basket
interference whethlr a shothas been attempted dr not. Points Shall be awarded to
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the other4tearu on,Abe basis of which playeT was in possession of the ball at the. time of the viol lion.
.

. -Obviously this allows he women greater access to the area nearest the baSket. The
( three-second lane 'viol. tion does apply to women. It is legal in co-rec intrambral
'basketball for a player to m(ineuver out-Of-bounds ki avoid passing through.the lane.,

To vnirage' proper conduct during contests, teams are iven a good sports grade.
s emphasis on sporting behavior, combined with the modified Fides for co-tvc

ntramural basketball; Makes this athletic activity very enjoyable Players report,
"We're in As to do it together' and I'm here for the fun of it." Atihe University of
Illinois, .cb-rec intramuial basketball is perceived th) be a good way for men andN women to iinteract socially through non-competitive play. .

For more information about the rules and regulations for co-rec intraMural basket-
ball, procedures for organizing co-rec programs and leagues, and round-robin and
double elimination tournaments, write to the Division of Campus Recreation, IMPE
Building, Peabody Drive, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Champaign,
IL 61820. .

.
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e WORKING WITH THE MEDIA

ANN PENSTONE

Ann Penstone r'eceived her B.S. degree from the University of Illinois. Cham-
paign:She is the varsity basketbaa coach at Buffalo Gmve High School', Buffalo
Grol.e. Illinois. She has served as the televiSion color commentator for .the
Illinois High School Girls' State Basketball Tournainent for the last two years.

With thAdvent of widespread athletics for girls and women comes the need &ideal
effectively .wIth,th e. media to ensure positive publicity. We hove increased and
improved Our budge's, facilities, space allocation and athletic skills. Now that we
have, a saleable product, bow best can each of you display, it?

Probably the mostt important thin& is to actively seek out the media people in your
area. Make it as easie as posSible for them to get to know.you and help make exact
information readily accessible. When giving information, be specific about Nhat
facts should or should ;not he published, else you might find'the strategy for next
week's game in Friday's late edition. If tilde are any probleins a ut items being
published, go straight to the sportswriter to calmly iron but the di iculty.

At your pre-season meetings with conference coaches to discUss 4edules, rules,
etc., invite all local media people so that they can meet the coaches, be ade aware of
policy and rule changes affecting their articles, and become an integrl part of your
season. Ask if they have any suggestions that would make the assimilation of
information easier for them. If possible, obtain, a telephone number which the hp!se
team could call the night of a game so that the results ean be published in the
morning news. Give the sportswriter each coach's schedule and phone, number at
school. Have each coach send a copy of the,eligibility list with corre'et spellings of
athletes' names, a roster with numbers and positions, pertinent statistics,.a schedule
of games, and important background inforMation, including athletes whcf have
moved, summer tournament results, expected key performers, captains, and re-
turning letter winners.

The public will warOmiittend your events if they feel they know your athletes,
Human interest stwies stir support. You can provide the local paper With interesting
facts for an article or suggest that a feature be done about each team during the season
so all hometown readers. will feel well represented. After the season is over, send a
cOmplete.statistics booklet to all media and have your sports information coordinator
send a copy of final standings. All-Conference players, and comparative team
statistics on the top five rebounding teams.

Most areas have male Athletes of the Year. There probably could also be an award
for females if the awarding group were approached. Inquire about starting an "Ath-
lete of the Week from your local radio station or newspaper.

Norking .with audiovisual aspects of the media presents unique problems which
can be alleviated. Color commentators or play-by-play announcers may never have
seen your team play. They have to analyze quickly and describe a great deal of action.
There are many moments during events where they need fill, i.e background
information and interesting notes to give a complete broadcast of an event. The
following is a partial list of items which can ful to the analysts:

roster with heights, positions, num (weights are seldom used)
telluecor, school size, colors and nickname, coach's record and university
afirmded
type of offense and defense used (it does not always loOk texact withe
variations now in use and analysts like to look good, too)
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factors that are crucial. to thc contest.'s outcome fast break, covering the
cross-court spike. etc.
key individuals, special team or individual strengths and weaknesses
how your team fared against this team before and-what chauges have been made
related teammates and scholastic standings
athletes' other school interests or awards
injuries just,prior iChhe conteg or unusual circumstances which might affect the
covest

Telefision broadcasters mat be as knowledgeable about_a contest and its Om-
peting teams p possible. Play-by-play is more easily handled if the announcer is
familiar with each coach's strategy. The viewing avIdience is becoming well informed
and expects an accurate, informative broadcast.

The major thing to remember is that the sports media exist because of the athlete
'involved. The better information you provide, the better they can effectively present
your endeavors to an appreciative.public. It is crucial to assist the media positively, as
they can often either make your prograM sell or remain in obscurity. Be a sales-
person. . .present your teams enthusiastically, provide exact and complete infor-
mation, and make yourself available. Deal with the media as you do with your
colleagues, helpfully and as one professional to another.
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THE GUM HAS GOT TO GO!

LINDA S. ARNDLD

Linda Arnold received her B.S. degree from' Murray State University, Murray,
Kentucky, followed by an M.S. degree-from Ft. Hays State Univerfity 'in
Kansas. Currently she is serying as the women's athletic trainer and as an
instructor at Memphis &rue Uniyersity.

Distressful as it may seem, there are athletes who die every year from a condition
which is absolutely preventable. This condition is known as a completely obstructed
airway, and gum is the potential killer. The habit of chewing gum has become a
"tradition" in some sports. Should gum become lodged in an athlete's airway, a
skilled person would be required to relieve the obstruction. s

A primary duty of an athletic trainer is to prevent injuries. However, few trainers
enforce a no-gum-chew-ing policy far their athletes.. In the absence of an athletic
trainer, the responsibility falls upon the coach. This is one accident that should never
take place at an athletic event.'Pressure from players as well as from some coaches is
applied with comments such as "I've chewed gum all my life, played ball, and never
gotten choked once." It only takes one time, and only a few minutes at that, to kill an
athlete when she/he cannot breathe. Two deaths restdting from Athletes chewing gum
during athletic contests were reported in the Memphis Commercial Appeal. These
deat4 have Ilped educate people to the dangers of gum chewing, but it's a pity that ittakes death to gei a point across.

Figure I illustrates the anatomy and location of the airway, or trachea. The trachea
( A) is located directly under the skin in the front of the neck. The esophagus (B), or
passageway for food, lies behind the trachea. When swallowing, a small flap, the
epiglottis (C): covers the opening to the trachea and prevents food frorn entering the'airway.

Figure 1.

If an athlete gets hit unexpectedly from the rear, the head may momentarily be
thrown back, straightening the passage from the mouth to the trachea. Consequently,
gum can easily get lodged in the airway. Figure 2 shows a possible location of the gum
in the airway. In this position, the gum cannot be reached from the victim's mouth and
must be removed by a skilled person.

2.5
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Figure 2.

To clear a completely obstructed airway, give four quick blows to the area between
the shoulder blades. If this does not dislodge the gum, use the easy-to-learn American
Red Cross method known as the Manual Thrust Technique,or more commonly, the
Heimhch Maneuver. The R$d Cross illustration on page 27 shows the basic tech-
niques in administering the manual thrust.

A few hours of training may be all that is necessary for a person to save a life. It
must be emphasized that an untrained person should enroll in a class to fully
comprehend these procedures, and that these illqtrations in no way provide adequate
information for its use. This technique should.never be practiced on anotlwr person
because of possible internal injuries sustained in improper technique. '
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If victim can cough, speak, breathe Do not interfere

If victim canrmt
cough
Speak
breathe

$

Have someone call for help. Telephone

TAKE ACtION: FOR CONSCIOUS VICTIM
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OAGANIZATION IN THE'OFF-SEASON

PATRICIA H. MEISER

Pat Meiser is in her fifth season as head coach at Pennsylvania State University.
She received a B.S. degree i 1969 from West Chester State College and an
M.E'd. degree in 1971 from Penn State where she is currently an assistant
professor in the College of Health, Physical Education and Recreation. She is
also coordinaior for the 1979 A lAWNational Championship. Pat has servi,don
the EA1AW and ARW Basketball Committees and was tournamentdirectoffar
the 1976 National Championship.

In the world Of sport, the woman who is hired solely to coach is rare. The woman,
coach will, for the most paft, divide her time between coaching and teaching. For the.
collegiate basketball coach, the season begins when players arrive on campus in the
fall and concludes late in the spring when post-season play is Over and the hectic
whirlwind of scheduling and recruiting .comes to an end. The academic and athletic
responsibilities of the seasomoften deny opportunities for thoughtful reflection 'and
reorganization: ;

Much of the pressure ,of the regular season can be eliminated by advancedpreparation of files and papers for the upcoming season. Players and general public
alike often fail to acknowledge much of the behind-the-scenes preparation. Coaches
promote the importance of off-season preparation to their players and this un-
glamorous but essential task can certMnly be Awned to the cOaching profession as
well. Advanced orghnization in the following systems can reduce the "busy work"
during the regular season.

organization of a seasonal calendar
detailed review of opponent files
thorough analysis of game tapes anti films
preparation of statistical forms
updating of recruiting files
review of statistical forms
Organization of responsibilities of support personnel (assistant coaches, student
manager. timers, scorers,. janitorial help, officials)

1

Seasonal Calendar
Establishing a seasonal calendar is one of the coach's most important off-season

projects. Once the regular schedule has been finalized and information regarding the
school calendar has tieen obtained:lithe coach !weds to break down the calendar into
sections: tryouts4pre-season, in-season and pest-season. The number and length of
practices in mg section should be noted in addition to games, tournaments and
holidays. Tryout and pre-season practices should be carefully planned to provide for
maximum content and efficiency. This should include the selection of a groap of
adequate size and the development orindividuals for specific positions as quickly as
possible. This is an impoitant period for players to begin to mold together in various
combinations for team play. Develoiment and review of fundamentals, conditioning
and presentation of basic offensive and defensive sets should be the primary thrust of
pre-season play.

Preparing a skeletal calendar should not be done haphazardly. It is very easy to
provide "full" practice sessions without actually accomplishing intended goals. Any
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0
new material demanding a major ch'ange in the offensive or defensitt pictur;

#introduced during the pr-season practice sessions.
Once the regular season begins, the major portion of thepractice sessio1141114"N.-. devoted to, maintaining condition, perfecting skills and preparing. for specific "3p-

ponents. The adtual length and content of tlwse practices will be determined byt the
calendar, the game schedule as it relates to the academfc schedule (finals, midtierncs),

4

Often there is a short time span between the . regular'season g aftle and the
begriming of post-season or toprnament play. ' . use this ean%ba.-11d- eVremely
critical time. schedules should be planned to pr'ovi e for peak play. Coaches must
carefully examine the content of each practice session and develop innovative and

s.

'1"; . A

116 "

gh. i

and the immediate atmosphere surmunding the team.

'stimulating practice sessions.

,Opponent Files .
0 "

'S
Each coach should maintain a separate fle on alliegular wason opponents.. Priorto

'each contest a pre-game plan should be prepared based on any scouting reports or
newspaper clippings to provide the groundwork for specific-preparation for any
designated opponent. Within the hour prior^ tbe contest, the coach,shouldtarefully -
review with the players the offensiV anS4efeniiye strategies they should expect to
see and the coanter-tactics for them-f-A general philosophy of major thrusts,:tempo

And control should also be established/
. .

, ,
Within several hours followihg a contest, a post-game report should be prepared..

The pre-game report is reviewed to analyze the similarit}wr disparity of tfie original,.
preparation. This is absolutely essential 'if..a coach is to' develop as an analytical 1

yfeo"anticipator." Being able to anticipat m the locker room and froM behind.the
desk is often as critical as the sixth se coaches often look for in players.
" The post-game report should summarize the opponent's strengths and weaknesses-
and their offensive and defensive structures. Included in general offensive and-
defensive patterns should be statements rilating ability to and pitterns,of fast break'
play. types of presses and their weaknesses, past-play, and ilefensive,pokitioning.

.Statements Analyzing each plaxer's'strengths dlid weaknesses should also be noted.
This might include a statement Of a player's capacity to use the weak hand, ability to. move with.out the ball, favorite nyes with the bail, defensive weliknesses, piti-
sitioning under the board, and emo iomil mceup. A similar sumilav of the coach's ,
personnel against each opponent sh uld also be made.. Itis particularly important to ..
formulate a general game plan for fu4ie.contests. Why did we lose (or win)? How can
we minimize our weaknesses and rore fully exploit the opponents'?

The post-game repyrt should also include a shooting chart, rebourid chan, pro- ,.
gressive game breakdown (play by play.), and box score. A pftnted program with the..
order of substitution recordedtis also valuable for future planning. Logistical informa-
tion such as floor surface, type cif llackboard, arena, lighting and uniform color might
also be noted. - ..

Film Reviews

The summer months provide time for an in-depth film analysis of-key games from
the previous season. Most educational institutions haye sophisticated videotaping
equipment. Being able to play back same seqaences repeatedly for individual:and°
team play analysis is critical to a teamls future deyelopmetit. Astuto ckaches, tee-
ognize that games are not won or lost in the. last minute of play but ratherare a resillt Of
considerable interaction among players, coaches and officials over a 32- or 40-minute

..
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In analyzing an opponent froni film, it is first important to establish the various
offensive and defensive patterns used. Oner an offensive pattern has been rec-
ognized, all options utilized Off the pattern should be noted in addition to which
options were most successful. Where does the major offensive thrust appear to be?
Defensive structures should be analyzed for a primary and secondary area of weak-
ness. Depending on the defense, this may imply an area of the floor or a particular
fttelividual.

Out-of-bound plays, press attacks and jump ball patterns should also be noted.
Coaches tend to use material which issfamiliar to them and which has been successful
in the past. In addition, coaches will rely on key individuals to do specific tasks. By
wisely exploiting key individuals and team systems, a breakdown in the opponent's
teamwork can result.

Recruiting Files

The off-season provides an especially welcome relief from the hectic period of
recruiting that is quickly developing in the college. game. At this time, college
coaches can clear files of old correspondence and highlight the major prospects for the
upcoming year. 'Institutional literature,, including academic and athletic brochures
and application and admission materials', can be collected so that it will be ready for
dissemination in the fall.

High' school coaches should develop a literature file on athletic and academic
institutions that provide quality programs for their athletes,. Many high school
cOaches, along with parents, now accompany student athletes on campus visits to
inspect facilities and to become more familiar,with the athletic and academic pro-
grams available. It is Critical that scholastic coaches familiarize themselves with
academic standards (minimum SAT scores, high schoOl grade point average, class
rank) established by the various institutions as well as the many sources of federal,
state and local aid available to qualified high salool seniors.

Statistical Forms

Many standard statistical forms are needed throughout the- iegular season. The 4
summer months provide *a time for the coach, in coordination with a sports in-
formation director, an assistant coach or an interested student or parent, to review
such forms for possible reVamping and production during season use. This might
include a shooting chartrrebound chart, progressive game breakdown forms and box
score forms.

Accurate and detailed statistical information is necessary if programs are to attract
the media coverage so obviously lacking currently. In addition, high school players
hoping to play in college will also need complete statistics to give to the collegiate
coach.

Sqpport Personnel

Much advanced preparation is necessary when a facility hosts an athletic event.
There is a tendency for coaches to assume the major responsibilities for this logistical
work .4-lowever, by giving some advanced thought to assigning various phases of the
operation to"assistant coaches, managers and janitorial help, the head coach can be
free to concentrate solely on the development and preparation of the team. It is wise to
be explicit whendescribing to support personnel their responsibilities for'variouS
parts of the prognim. Checklists-are helpful reminders for the personnel.

9
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.In addition to Much of Me mundane reorganization durini the off-season, them is
an opportunity for coaches to relax, become more involved in die sport outside their
immediate geographic area and grow and develop through clinics, camps and wort-
shops. Success in coaching, whether it be displayed on the scoreboard or in the
characters of those who participate, can be enhanced through off-season preparation.

te
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PRESEASON BASKETBALL CONDITIONING
FOR WOMEN AND GIRLS

JAE ALLEN

Jae Allen is presently completing her master' s degree in exercise physiology at
the University of Illinois. She has designed and.directed the pre-season,con-
ditioning program for Illinois' women' s intercollegiate basketball team for the
past two seasons.

Pre-season conaitioning for Interscholastic basketball is as essential to the female
high school athlete as to her male counterckart. Since a well-developed conditioning
program can enhance 'athletic performance and reduce the chances of common
injuries, the benefits of pre-season conditioning are desirable for any prospective
basketball player.

To ensure adequate results from pre-season conditioning, the program should
begin at least eight weeks before the basketball seaso'n.'Many high school girls play
volleyball during this time. If possible, they should also participate in the training, as
it will not hinder their volleyball performance but can actually enhance it.

Training should take place three non-consecutive days a week (e.g., Monday,
Wednesday.- Friday). The progrrn should bellesigned to develop three essential
aspects of physical conditioning: flexibility, strength and cardiovascular endurance.
In addition, basketball skills should be practiced periodically otherwise the athlete

4. might have difficulty adjusting to her newitimitstrength when the season begins.

Flexibility

Flexibility is defined as "the range of possible movement in a joint (as in the hip
joint) or a series of joints (as when the spinal column is involved)."1 Range of motion
at each joint is limited by both the configuration of the honey structure and three types
of soktissue: mugcle. connective tissue such as ligaments and tendons, and skin.
Although the ultimate range and type of motion is determined by the boney structures

'flexibility can be improved by reducing the soft tissue constrictionsthmugh exercise.
Any preseason basketball conditioning program should include a series of flexi-

bility exercises. These exercises should take the form of a slow stretch and not be
done in a bouncing, jerking manner. The prospective basketball player should
concentrate on improving flexibility of the ankles, hips, back and shoulders, being
sure to stretch the quadriceps (front of the thigh), hamstrings (back of the thigh) and
calf muscles. The following exercises are designed to improve flexibility in'each of
these joints.

Flexibility Exercises

Hurdler' s Stretch. Sit on the floor, extend one leg and fold the other leg by touching
your heel to your hip. Keeping the knee of the extendedjeg locked and the ankle at
a 90'angle, attempt to touch your nose to your knee. Repeat the exercise at least 10
times on each leg to stretch the hamstrings adequately. r

Leg Raise. Wrap a rope or belt around the ball of your foot. Lie on your back and raise
your leg as far as possible, keeping your knee locked and your foot at a 90° angle.
Tug gently on the rope or belt to stretch the hamstrings slightly. Repeat 10 times
and sWitch legs.

'Herberi A. desiries, Physiology of Exercise for Physical Educwionand Mhines 2nd.ed. (Dubuque,
IA: Wm C. Brown, 1974). p. 432. .:,



Hamstring Stretch. Face a table which is about waist high. Place ode leg atop the
table. Keep your hips parallel to the table and your knee locked while you attempt
to touch your toes. Repeat 10 times and switch legs.

,

"Quads Stretch. Lie on your stomach and grab your right ankle whir the right hand.
Pull the knee off the ground to stretch the quadriceps. Be sure to keep the hips on
the floor and prevent the knee from swinging away from your body. Repeat 10
times and switch legs.

Shoulder Stretch. Clasp your hands together behind your back, straighten the elbows,
and attempt to lift your extended arms as high as possible. For additional stretch,
extend the arms behind your back and have someone gently push your arms as
close together as possible.

Calf Stietch. Stand an arm' s length away from a wall. Keeping heels on the floor,
knees locked and the back straight, lower yourself toward the wall by slowlY
bending your elbows'. This exercise stretches the Achilles tendon.

Heel Raise. Support your weight on the balls of your feet on the edge of a bench or
stair. Slowly loweruntil the calf muscles are stretched, then forcefully pushup to
stand on your %res. Repeat 10 times to stretchthe 'Achilles tendon and strengthen
the calf muscles.

Low Back Stretch.VOiDe' lying On your back, slowly draw bZith knees up to your
chest. Grab your knees with your hands and slowly pull your hips slightly off the
ikon Relax and irpeat 10 times.

Strenith
Strength training is based on the overload principle which dictates that a muscle

must be "required to work at a higher intensity than that to which it is accustomed" to
gain strength.' However, thereis much corproversy about which is the best method to
develop strength. For example, one populir belief states that the athlete must perform
three sets of 10 repetitions to improve strength. (A repetition is the performance of the
complete exertise one time, while a set is a group of repetitiops done consecutively
without resting.) When using this method, the athlete chooses a resistance such that
she can perform the first set without difficulty, frnishes the second set with effort but
cannot complete 10 repetitions on the last set. If she performs the last set completely,
she should increase the resistance on the next workout.

Another popular workout requires only one set of each exercise. If the exercise
deals with the lower body, the set shoultinclude 1,0 to 15 repetitions. However, if the
exercise focuses on the upper body, only 8 to 12 repetitions need be completed. The
athlete sets the resistance so that she can perforrn at least 10 repetitions (8 for the upper
body) but no more than 15 (12 for the uppef body). By continually increasing
resistance to maintain the proper range of repetitions, the athlete will develop
strength. #

'Strength training for basketball players should focus on leg and shoulder muscles,
with some exercises for the wrists, forearm extensors (triceps brachii) and ab-
dorninals. Performing the circuit provided on a Universal Gym set will develop most
of these areas. The leg press station can be used caltrengthen the quachiceps and calf;
the high lat pull and shoulder press stations improve shoulder strength; the quad .and
deadlift station builds biceps brachii strength; the chest press station strengthens the
triceps brachii; bent-knee sit-ups on the abdominal conditioner will strengthen the
abdominals; and the hamstrings can be developed by using the thigh and knee
machine.

IdeVries, Physiology of Exercise. p. 26.
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A wrist and fclearm conditioner is usually attached to the thigh and knee machine.
However, if this conditioner is unavailable, an effective substitute can be made
easily. Tie a 5-foot rope or string entct an 18-inch broomstick, and tie a light weight
(one to five pounds) on the end of the rope or string. Have the athlete 011 the rope or
string up the broomstick, then slowly unroll it. This action will strengthen the wrist
muscles involved in shooting.

Cardiovascular Endurance

Cardiovascular training for basketball should be based on sprints rather than
distance running. Interval training is an excellent means of conditioning. The athlete
runs 440 yards in 90 seconds or less, then is allowed to rest for 90 seconds. The sprint
and rest periods are repeated three more times on the first workout. The number of
intervals caq usually be raised weekly. Through interval training the prospective
basketball player is improving both sprinting speed iind rate of recovery.

The three aspects of physical conditioning detailed above can be performed in a
variety of combinations. For example, a short jog combined with a few flexibility
exercises can serve as'a warm-up for interval training. Then strength training can be
performed followed by mbre flexibility exerrises for cooling off and relieving
cramping or s9re muscles.

The first week of conditioning can cause a great deal of soreness. If the athlete
continues to train regularly during this period, the symptoms will subside. The coach
must emphasize that the athlete is not going to feel this discomfort the entite 8 or 10
weeks of the conditioning program. The coach should requite the athlete to re.cord her. .
performance at every workout to check the athlete's prOgress and document the
ISrogram's effectiveness.

The pre-season conditioning program is an effective means of enhancing basket-
ball performance. In addition, with some planning the coach oat only can use the
program to initiate the type of discipline desired in practice sessions but also develop
team spirit and camaraderie before the season begins.
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/
A'SIMPLE BATTERY FOR EVALUATING

PERFORMANCES

LYNDA S. UMFRESS

Lynda Umfress is currently the head girls' basketball coach at Bourbon cowuy
Ifigl School in Paris, Kerocky. She previously coached at Amory High School
in Amory, Mississippi. While serving as the graduate assistant coach for
Eastern Kentucky University, she aided in guiding the basketball squad to a
17-3 record and a second place finish in the Al AW Region 11 championships.
She has had extensive experience in sports camps throughout the South.

&.

In an attempt to provide an objective, accurate means of assessing the performance
level of a large number of basketball participants, the battery listed below wa;
designed. This battery has been used with great success in iports camps to determine
performance level groupings in order to facilitate instruction. The battery may be

toed by coaches who have a large number of people trying to make the basketball
team. It-can also be used in physical education classes. Since preparation is so
minimal and scoring relatively easy, it would seem ideal for the instructor who wishes
a means Of pre- and post-testing.

The advantages of this battery include:
All tests may be administered by one person.
The battery is limited to the.area of eme regulation basketball court: (See Figure
1)
A large number of players may be tested in a short amount of time.
Since no unusual equipment is required, the battery Is accessible to all in-
structors and coaches with relatively little pre-test preparation.
Ali tests are executed in 30-second trial periods.

Description of Four Test Battery
Wall Pass The performer stands behind a line six feet from a flat wall surface.

The score is the number of times the ball is passed aiainst the wall in 30 seconds. The

Well Pus

Lane Slides j

Well Pus

Dribble

Shooting

Dribble

Ntrei.
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performer must throw from behind the line but can step over the line to retrieve the
ball.

Lane Slides Facing the basket,, the performer starts with the (right) outside foot
on the free-throw lane line. The score is the number of times in 30 seconds the
performer slides to the oppqsite lane line and touches it with herThis foot while
keeping the shoulders parallel, to the basket.

Shooting Starting in any.position, the performer makes as many baskets as
possible in 30 seconds. The score is the number of baskets made.

Obsiacle Dribble Four lines, two feet,by one inch, are placed at 6,.12, 18 and 24
feet in a row and parallel to tlw end line of the court. Four participants assume a
position by placing their feet on one of the lines. The player being tested assumes the
ready position with a basketball by placing one foot on the end line of the court and
facing the player-obstacles. On the starting signal, the player being teged dribbles
around and through the player-obstacles and back toward the end line as many times

as possible in 30 seconds. The plaYer scores one point for each shoulder passed in 30
secopds.

Proced ure

The coach should demonstrate all tests prior to starting the battery. Each tfonner
should have a notecar'd with the performer's pame and a space to record scorei the
card. The performers should be divided into groups equal to the'nuinber of sta ions
available. Each performer is allowed two trials for each test. All performers should
conclude all trials for each test before progressing to the next test at the mxt station.

A central timer gives the start and stop signal for all trials. Each performer should
have a partner who will codht the score and record it for each trial.

At the conclusion of the battery, the higher score of each trial on each test should be
circled. The higher scores should then be added on each card to produce a single total
score for each individual. These gores can be ranked in order, with th higher score
indicating the highest level of performance and so on.
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A SHOOTING ANALYSIS

CATHY BENEDETTO

Cathy Benedetto, former basketball and softball All-American, is in her second
year as head coach at Seattle University. From a high school coaching career
which included 76 wins against 7 losses and two consecutive AAA State Cham-
pionships, she guided her college women to a 19-7 season before they were
defeated in the finals of the Small College Regionals. Seattle University will be
competing in the Large College Division this season.

Beginning players with limited natural ability can become reasonably accurate
shooters if they are willing tolisten, learn and practice. There is no magic formula that
can turn'a player overnight into an accurate shooter. This article is designed to help
athletes help themselves, if they are willing to take 1,000 shots a week.

Good shOoters have the following characteristics in common:
MeChanical efficiency
Machine-like execution
Concentration/discipline
Determination
Confidence

Mechanical Efficiency

Mechanical efficiency is learned through constar4 irpetition and the willingness to
read books that analyze the entire movement proper grip, stance, body position,
and even more important, the correct application of forces. If an athlete wants to
become a successful shooter, she/he must first learn the skill properly. The mechanics
can be broken down into fundamental principles that are easy to reinember and thus it
is possible for athletes to correct their own shooting faults. The fundamentals consist
of the grip, aim and force.

Grip. This includes fingertip control with the ball resting on the finger pads, not in
the palm. The non-shooting hand acts like a tee in golf, applying no force or
follow-through. The fingers should be spread comfortably, with the hand centered on
the back side of the ball. The thumb should not be pointed down or to the side, but,
using the middle finger as a guide pointing to twelve o'cloot, the thumb should be
angled towards the ten a:clock position. If the thumb points lower, this will tighten
the wrist and inhibit good follow-thmugh with the wrist.

Aim. Every time a shot is attempted, the player must first bring the ball into the
shoottg pocket. For set shots, the pocket is directly under the shooting eye in the
vitinit3 of the cheekbone. For a jump shot, the pocket is directly above the shooting
eye side at the hair line. The shooting pocket is important. To be consistent, an athlete
must learn to launch shots from the same location each time.

Squaring up is another important aspect of aiming. The shooter should bring the
hips and shoulders around so that they are directly facing the basket. This is vital in
eliminating one of the two major errors in shooting direction, or the ball going off
to either the right or len. If hips and shoulders are squared to the basket, the chances of
the ball being misdirected on the shot are greatly decreased. Some coaches insist that
the elbow be in, directly under the ball, pointingat the basket. This will also ensure a
direct flight to the basket. However, it is anatomically unnatural and uncomfortable to
force the elbow in that far. Rather, the elbow should be slightly out. If a plumb line
were attached to the wrist, the elbow should be approximately three to four inches out
from the line.
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To ensure proper arm action, think in terms of the middle and index finger going
through the eyebrow on the shooting side. The eyes should be glued to a specific spot
on the rim or backboard rather than focused on a gneral target.

Farce. Three parts of your body are involved in projecting the ball to the basket.-
the wrist, the forearm and the legs. Foremost among these is the wrist, for it gives the
ball the natural spin that results in the 'soft touch' characteristic of excellent shooters.
Without proper wrist flick, that hard snapping follow-through, an athlete can never
become a good shooter. The forearm directs the ball upward in flight while the wrist
flick propels the ball forward to the basliet. The upper arm is not involved in the set
shot or jump shot; if it is being used, the shooter is throwing the ball, not shooting it.
Leg power provides the distance necessary in perimeter shooting_ Usually, the legs
and forearmapply forces at the same time, with the wrist snap coming last. After the
ball has been released, the player should finish in picture-perfect form every time: arm
straight over head, wrist flopped forward, and head still.

Machine-like Execution

Once an athlete has the mechanics comet and can execute them, it is necessary to
spend hours of repetif us Tinictice making the shot machine-like. The athlete's form,
body position, arch, c., should not vary. The shot should become automatic so that
the player shoots w hout thinking. Doubt and pressure are not given a chance to seep
into the head, destroying concentration and confidence.

;Concentration/Discipline

All of the preceding technes require discipline. For a shot to become truly
mechanical, a player must shoef thousands of shots, taking-the time and effort that the
player might rather spend on something else. Even when practicing the shot, the

, 'athlete must concentrate on each shot taken. That means no haphazard shooting in a
random manner, but spot shooting, keeping made/missed percentages in practice as
well as in games. Some shooting practices should be' oriclucted alone or with a
partner, preferably in a quiet area with no distractions or talking.

Determination

Even with the first three characteristics, an athlete may fail to perform effectively
in a game if she/he lacks determination. Determination is a must if one ho to score
against a good defensive player. The athlete has to want to intimidate defensive
opponent. If the opponent blocks the player's shot,-the latter must co e right back
and make the opponent rue the attempt to, stop the player. An athlete must be
relentless in her/his attack.

Confidence

Determination goes hand in hand with confidence an athlete's belief in her/his
abiliiy to score against anyone. Confidence, however, is the last characteristic an
athlete develops because it hinges on the first four principles. Until the player
develops an efficient, machine-like shot and has the discipline, determination and
concentration required, the player cannot expect to be confident when sheihe gets the
basketball and starts to shoot. The solution is obvious. Develop the first four
characteristics and your confidence will grow.
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Shooting Flaws

Not all individuals really want to refine their skills. Sometimes they are basically
not coachable, other times there may be psychological barriers that prevent them fro
mastering a skill to the point of near perfection. Some of the most common flaws

"NBA Phenomenon." How do you explain a Walt Frazier who shoots quite
accurately, yet does it all wrong? As pros, NBA stars have spent years in refining askill. Right or wrong, the practice they have put in is rewarded with improved
accuracy. Still. they would be even more accurate if they shot properly, but the badhabits are so entrenched that relearning is nearly always imPossible.

Contentment. This is the athlete who is satisfied with her/his performance and has
little or no desire to improve, even if the athlete is far from reaching her/his potential.The athlete has reached a point of comfort and laziness a dangerous combination to
an athlete in pursuit of true excellence.

Impatience. This is probably the major flaw. Athletes must remember that when
relearning a skill, they will probably get werse before they get better. Correction
should take place in the off-season when the player has time to allow the corrections toimprove. Do not expect immediate progress. Consider this: you have spent a lot oftime learning it improperly. You must now spend adfiwat deal of time relearning.nA second exam-ple. ofimpatience deals with distance in early season shooting.
Never start in the early season by practicing at the maxi m range you shot from atthe end of the previous season. Your muscles (force application) need time to
re-acquire their tone, efficiency and timing. Move in and shoot at a range where the
ball can get to the basket easily. If you are too far out, you will probably throw
the ball, thus reinforcing bad habits instead of good °neg.

A final example of impatience lack of realism is felt by the athlete who
becomes frustrated when a few shots are misSed in a row. This destroys confidence`and blihds a player from analyzing what the real problem might be. It is also annoying
to teammates whose best performance might fall short of your poor performance.
Since a good shooter usually misses half the time, it is unrealistic to expect perfection,
to never miss. As humans, we are all capable of greatness and failure thus., if a few
shots are missed, keep the faith, pass the ball and remember that the game alwaysgives you another chance.

.

Taking Bad MOIL Good shooting characteristics will do little good if the athlete
insists on taking bad shots. This can occur in a variety of ways. Some players shootbeyond their range, causing the percentages to go against them. Others rush theirshot, shooting before they are really set, which lowers accuracy. Still others insist on
shooting in a crowd, and though the mechanics may be efficient, taking that shot hurts
team play and creates resentment. In this situation, the individual needs to work on
moving without the ball so that when the player is passed to, sheThe is more open andaway from the crowd.

Shooting. a highly refined skill requiring considerable time and attention, is one ofthe beSt tests of an athlete's willingness to learn because it requires so much attention,
concentration, practice and self-discipline. It is hoped that this analysis will ,helpathletes improve their skills and make the coming season more successful and
challenging.
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"CONTINUITY" OFFENSE

LOIS A. KLATT

Lois Klatt received the B.S. degree.from West Chester State College, West
Chester,. Pennsylvania and the M.S, degree from the University of Wisconsin,
Madison. Her recently earned doctorate in bionlechanics is from Indiana
University, Bloomington. Lvis taught physical education and coached various
sports at Milwaukee Lutheran High School and is currently an associate
professor in the physical education department at Concordia College, River
Forest, Illinois. Her basketball experience includes high school, collegiate and
A AU participation; officiating at state, regional and national levels; and coach-
ing at the high _school and collegiate levels.

Whether the competition is at the college or high school level, a comnion question
voiced by all players is "Where do I go?" Practice sessions of 2 v 1 and/or 3 v 3 do not
usually create problems because space is readily available, bnt when the team begins
to play the official 5 v 5 game, and 10 players move throughout the offensive court,
space is at a premium. The lane becomes congested, players stand still, and in sdme .

instances the ball seems to stop moving.
A good offense i§ based on fundamentals and teamwork. The offensive pattern is

determined mostly by what defense the opponents are playing. It is simple to
determine if a team is playing a player-to-player defense or a zone defense. The first
time down on offense, the first player to pass the ball should go through the middle of
the defense: if an opposing player follows the offensive player all the way through, the
team is in a player-to-player defense; if no one opponent follows the player through,
but different opponents guard the player on the way through the middle, the opposing
team is in a zone defense.

A well-patterned and planned offense can break up any type of defense. Too many
different offensive patterns create confusion. It is difficult to master one offensive
pattern, let alone two or more. Playing a continuity offense makes it possible to learn
one pattern with a number of options or two basic Patterns since the continuity
becomes the natural, continuous thing to do.

A continuity pattern offense must continue in all the options. Continuity flows
regardless of which option is employed. Offense must be fun for the players and
coach and should involve all players (team concept). The fundamental plan under-
lying the continuity offense is that, no matter where the ball goes or where it is passed,
the player with the ball will have the opportunity for continuous multiple options with
the four remaining teamthates. The purpose is to promote a continuous flow and
movement of bothThe players and the ball, resulting in possible scoring opportunities
with-almost every maneuver.

The following continuity patterns are only suggestions; the coach may want to
develop her/his own natural continuity offense.

1-3-1 Continuity

PlayersITheir Positions
1 point guard, 2 forwards, I high-pivot post, and I low post. The point (I) and
pivot-post (5) players remain in their general location while the two forwards, (2) and
(3), and the low post (4) rotate and/or exchange positions constantly.
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Pattern
, (1) passes to, (2).

(4) cuts to ball side wide, behind
defense.

(5) cats tO ball side of key.
(2) passes t9 (4).
(2) cuts toward basket and across to, opposite side.

(3) cuts through, key to opposite
baseline .f

(1) moves over to ball side.
(4) passei back 'to (1) and.moVes up to

wing position.

(1) continues over to the top of the key
and passes to (2). This continuity is
repeated to the opposite side.

Players should never stand in one place. There must be cohstant movement so that
the passing lanes will be open. Strive for good floor balance. There mustbe a player
behind the defense and in the free-throw line area. The overload principle must bull
followed, with players cutting const ntry. p the continuity so that continuout

, movement of all players can take place. 1-3-1 continuity can be used against all
player-to-player and zone defenses.

2.3 Continuity

Players/Their Positions
2 guards, 2 forwards, and 1 high-pivot post. The two guards, (1) and (2), remain in
their respective guar4opositions but exchange sides of the floor, the two forwards, (3)
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and (4), maintain their respective responsibilities but cxchange sids of
. the high-pivot post (5) moves froth the fret throw line to baie line.
Pattern

(1) passes to (3).
(5) cuts to base line on ball side.

(I) cuts through key to opposite side.
(3) passes to, (5).
(3) breaks toward basket and to

opposite side- through base line.
(4) breaks across free throw lane.

- (5) passes back out to (2) and back up
to the original free-throw line
position.

S.

(1) coniinues on to the top of the key,
opposite side (3) pulls wide.

(1) passes to (3) and thes,continuity is
repeated to the opposite 'side. .

fl?nr; and

1

The 2-3 continuity can be used against 4,4 defenses but *orks better against a zone
defense.

2-2-1 Contioaity

Players/Their Positions
I point guard, 2 forwards, 1 hi4h-pivot post, 1 low post. All players exchange
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positions with the exception bf the high-pivot. post (5) wild slides across the free
throw line.

Pattern
(1) passes to (2).
(2) drives one-on-one, weak side.
(5) moves to high pick position

opposite weak side%
(3) breaks low or high off the double

pick by (5) and (4).
(5) slides across high key, possible

pass, slot (I) breaks down for pick
for (4).

(4) takes (I) pick, breaks to point
, guard front position.

(1) pulls wide for returv.r.ak side

(4) passes ball to (1) and the continuity
is repeated to the opposite side.

The 2-2-1 continuity can be used for all defenses but works better against a
player-to-player defense.

The patterns show tbe movements of the players and the ball. They do not show
every opportunity wpm, to drive one-on-one, to back door, or to shoot. When the
opportunity for a shot exists at specific times during the maneuvers, the decision to
shoot and which shot should be taken depends upon the judgment and shot repertoire
9f each player.

Other play options can be utilized from.any of the desctibed continuiti play
patterns. Options to consider include a weave, clearing of the weak side, and back
door. Use one of the continuity patterns suggested above or develop your own
formation where play can be natural and continuous without reirranging the players.
With this kind of continuity play, you an4 your team can look forward to a
"moving," fun, and scoring season.

-
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BREAKING A ZONE PRESS

EDITH E. GODLESKI

Edie Godleski is the women' s basketball coach at Indiana State Univepity,
Terre Haute. She received her B.S. degree at the University of Wisconsin-
Li:Crosse and her M degree at Michighn State University. Since coachingat

vir Indiana State, s:he has regi red her 100th win against 41 losses. She has.a .74,
. Winning average.in Midwe Regional Tournament competition.

Often players wilt the panic button if a zone press is thrust upon them. If
principles or rules are followed in all situations rather than a definite X or 0
assignment, a zone psess will not bother a team. Initiative on offense is a quality every
coach must look f* in a player and thenappreciate it after it is found. A strict pattern
will stifte'the player wbo reacts to situations naturally and has the inborn court sense.

There are two basic principles necesSary in breaking a zone press fundamentals
and floor ll'alanee.
v"
Fundamentals
I . All passes must be short And snap0. A rood rule is hiving all passes average 15

feet in length. Never pass the. ball parallel; A diagonal movement to the ball will
allow a pass to be 'completed.

2. Meet all passes aggressively. The receiver should have the outside hand out as a
target. .

I 3. Fake firSt, then pass.
4. The player should look up court before stepping out-of-bounds with the ball. A

speedy pass inhoundsbefore a press has the opportunity to get set will break the
defense's momentum.

5.. The use of a dribble against a zone press, if used at all, must be used effectively,
such as after a trap has been broken, or to move diagonally to the other side of the
174r ss.

6. If the ball handler is being double teamed (trapped). in the backcourt, the player
must never turn her/his hack to the bas'ket. To dribble past an opponent, the ball
handler must push the dribble far in front of the opponent or change hands when
dribbling to prevent the defense from coming from behind and surprising the
player with a quick steal.

Floor Balance
1.. Maintain three passing lanes. The strong side is lined up with the ball; the weak

side is moving to the ball diagonally; and the middle is a safety valv and is in line
with the ball.

2. Always keep a trailing player who can dribble well, pass and keep cool. This
usually is a forward who will come from the rebounding position and throw dit
ball inbotinds. The rule for this playel to remember is to stay 15 feet behind the ball
until it gets into the forecourt. Zona elresses never resume responsibility for the
person who has inbounded the ball. This ."safety valve" can then be used to
reverse the hall or tel patrit down court to an open player.

3. Players must stay spread. Only one player (the bestball handler) is allowed to go
anywhere on the court. The others must stay in their assigned tarritory. This will
keep the players spread across the court in any alignment you prefer.
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4. After passing, a player must go away from the piessure.
5. The ball should be returned to the best ball handler as quickly as possible jf that

player has had to give up the ball according to the fundamentals set down.
6.1 Get the ball past the front line of the defense because most zone presses weaken

after this occurs.
There are several suggestions as to how to implement these principles during

practice SCSSiOQS. First, walk through the concepts, then proceed at half-speed.
Second, employ slow defenders and do not allow them to use their hands. To instill
additional confidence, practice against the weakest reserves and with a clock to prove
there will be aniple time to bring the ball into the front court and still set up a workable
offense.

Before the season begins, set aside 20 minutes of a practice session to teach these
principles. You will know who your best ball handler is to get tkw ball down eatirt.
The selection of the safety valve, the person who inbounds the halt, is equally
important. This is the player who will not reach for the panic button and who will keep
the offensive flow in control the entire time the press is on. This player must be found
in the practice sessions and takes the most time to discover.

Once the basic principles have been taught, review them with your players for 10
minutes every one or two weeks, and their chances of successfully breaking a zone
press will be greatly enhanced.
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FREE THROWS: COUNT ON THEM

JO STREIT

Jo Streit is the former girls' head basketball coach at Joliet West High School,
Joliet, Illinois, which won the 1978 Illinois State Championship with a 29-2
record. Her six-year career record of 103 wins and 10 losses includes
consecutive conference championships and 10 other tournament cham-
pionships.' She was named 1978 Illinois Woman BasketballCoach of the Year.
Jo now lives in Phoenix, Arizona where she is pursuing graduate work.

When explaining to players the techniques involved in making a free throw, it is
imperative to emphasize an awareness of what each body, part is supposed to do.
Using,key teaching phrases helps players learn Aufre quickly.

First, check whether the player imparts backspiopin the ball when shooting. If there
is no backspin, this carfbe corrected by putthig thethooting hand in the middle of the
ball with the elbow pointed downward. Use the valve on the ball as a guide and have
the forefinger of the shooting hand ,aligned with the valve. The non-shooting hand is
on the side of the ball and slightly behind it. Now have the player "pop" the ball five
to six feet straight up into the air and catch it. On the release, the player should feel the
forefinger leave the ball last. The forefinger should point up and out in the direction
the ball is to go. The wrist should be flexed and the other fingers spread apart.
Emphasize that the non-shooting hand only helps to guide the ball and must not push
against it, otherwise the ball will be pushed off to one side. The ball, if correctly
released, should spin backwards. Have the player continue to "pop" the ball straight
up until backspin is successfully applied to the ball.

Next, pop the ball up and out to a partner standing appmximately 10feet away. Tell
the player to hold the follow-through until the partner catches the ball.The shooting
technique thus far should look like this: (1) shooting hand centered on the.ball with
elbow down. (2) bend the elbow and bring the ball into the body chest high, (3) as the
arm straightens, the wrist flexes downward, and (4) the forefinger points to partner as
the ball is released with backspin. Do not go beyond this point until your players
understand and feel the importance of the correct release (backspin) and follow-
through. It is important to have them practice "popping" the ball to themselves or a
partner or against a wall 50 to 100 times daily. At home they .can practice popping it to
the ceiling as they sit in a chair in front of the television or lie on their bed.

Now, have the player move to a basket and continue to work with a partner. The
shooter stands three to four feet directly in front of the basket with shoulders square to
the basket, The partner is positioned under the basket. The shooter aims over the front
of the rim with feet pointed straight ahead (shoulder width apart) with the same foot as
the shooting hand slightly ahead of the opposite foot. (For example, a right-handed
shooter-positions the right foot slightly ahead of the left foot.) The player's knees

,) should bend or flex every time the player shoots, but the ball should not be lowered as
the knees bend. The shooter should not be allowed to bounce the ball befote shooting.
Rather than watching the ball in flight, the partner should observe the shooter's
stance, shooting hand, wrist flexion, fingers, follow-through, ancl knee flexion. The
player shoots from the same spot until a basket is made, while the partner analyzes and
corrects the player's mistakes. The shooter should be instructed to hold the follow .
throligh until the ball touches the rim. (The shooting arm, hand, wrist and fingers -
remain suspended or "frozen" until the ball hits the rim.) If the backspin and
follow-through are satisfactory to the partner and the basket is made, the shooter can

4
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then move luck six inches and shoot again. All of the above rules apply every time ashot is attempted.
Have the player continue shooting and moving back six inches after each basket

until she/he is about halfway to the free throw line. At this point, remind the shooter
that legs play an important role because/he farther away a player is from the basket,
the more knee flexion and push-off from the floor are needed to get the ball to the
basket: Do not ljerrait the shooter to jump off the floor. Instead, teach the player to
bend herihis knees, push from the floor, and go up on the balls of the feet or toes.
Using these techniques, the player is balanced and can direct the ball more accurately
and consistently.

The shooter continues to shoot and to be analyzed by the partner until the shooter
reaches the free throw line. The partners then exchange duties and the new shooter
begins at the basket, working back to the free throw. line.

When observing a player's free throw techniques, stand behind or directly in front
of the shooter underneath the basket. When standing behind, check the stance,
shoulders squared to the basket, khee flexion, and the hand positioning on the ball.
Also watch to see where the ball hits the rim. When standing in front of the shooter,
check the hand, fingers and wrist on the follow-through as well as the backspin being
imparted on the ball. If the ball hits the front of the rim and falls short, bending the
knees more and pushing off (Tom the floorwill help. If the ball hits on the right side of
the rim (right-handed shooter), the ball is being pushed too much with the non-
shooting hand instead of just guiding the ball, or the shooter is following through to
the right instead of directly ahead. If a right-handed shooter hits consistently on the
teh side of the rim, check the hip rotation, or twisting left, which brings the lien hand
across the left side of the body causing thf follow-through to go left. This twisting can
be corrected by having the player "freeze" or hold the follow-through straight ahead
(as if reaching out over the front of the rim) until the ball hits the rim or net. Also
remind the shooter that the shoulders should squarely face the basket before and after
the shot. If the ball is hitting the backboard, remind the shooter to aim over the front of
the rim.

If these suggestions are followed, you will soon have noticeable improvement in
your team's free throw percentages. But more important, your players will be able to
analyze each other's mistakes and make corrections for one another yes, eveo at
the free throw line during a game!
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DEVELOPMENT OFTHE POST PLAYER

ROY BOWLING

Ro'Y Bowling has guided his Laurel County .Nigh Sc:hool girls' basketball team
to a 115-7 record during the past four years. He has raptured four district,
regional and two consecutive state titles in Kentucky. As the boys' varsity
junior varsity coach at Laurel County, he compiled a 138-22 record over a
nine-year span. He has developed four all-staters one center, two guards and
one forward.

The mast important component of a high school basketball team is a strong post
player. Only rarely will a team without an out-standing pivot capture a major cham-
pionship. Teams which dominate from year to year in various areas inevitably feature
a powerful center.

Observations over the years have led to the conclusion that the low post is
Preferable in every instance over other center positions. The defense must feel a threat
"loW' on every play. When the inside is threatened, the defense often tends to sag
toward the goal, thus opening the short jumper for the guards. Further, this low
position bylhe center allows for more offensive rebounds from the tallest player.

Development of the post player takes a great deal of time, and the earlier one spots a
potential center prospect and begins to work with the player, the better. Ideally, post
candidates should be phylically .strong, not afraid of contact, possess good leaping
ability and have the desire to play.

While height is an asset, high school coaches are not always blessed with tall
players. Strength and dedication,. however, can often overcome the four- to five-itkch
height advantage a pivot player must face.

After finding a potential center, the coach mak work toward development of the
following aspects:

Good Foot Work 7 The larger or stronger player often is awkward. simple
drills in foot movement With and without the ball are a must.
Proper Hand Position If the defense is behind the player, the shooting hand
of the pivot must be high overhead as a target for the passer. With the defender
on the right side of the post, the left hand should be extended high and away from
the defense. The opposite is true on the left side. With the defense in front of the
post, the pivot must ask for the ball. Again the hand -is high overhead.
Fake and Go A simple fake left and go right or fake right and go left is enough
provided the fake is executed correctly. A fake that is too quick does not give the
defense time to react. A player must also learn to go to the basket with power
along with Ow fake. These arc not two different movements.
Shooting Obviously anytime there is a distinct height advantage, the ball
should be moved inside. However, getting the ball to the center is not enough if
the pivot is an inconsistent shooter.

When the post player has sufficiently mastered the above, she/he should work
toward the development of two other characteristics:

Shooting From the 10- to 12-Foot Range -- If the player's range is limited, the
defense will counter by sagging when the post is forced out of the low positioli to
relieve tile ball. The ability to hit from this range keeps the defense honest.
Dribble and Go to the Basket When the post is forced from low to high or
down the baseline, the miler defensive player often prevents the outside shot.
The smaller center must then use her/his quickness and strength to drive for the
basket.

I I
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The mom sparingly these two movements are used, the better. Ideally, the ball
should move inside to low posi as often as possible. rho-post comes outside only
when absolutely forced to do so, or when clearing the area for a teammate's drive, or- -

to assist in gaMing position on herihis defensive player low. A low post is the ideal,
and this is wbat the coach should emphasize when working with a center.

a
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BASKETBALL AUDIOVISUAL AIDS

PATRICIA A. REAGAN
University of Utah

Salt Lake City

The Great Gam e of Basketball. 27 min., color. Free rental. Association Films, Inc.,
866 3rid Ave., New York, NY 10022.,Jack Twyman diScusses elementary basket-
ball skills pivot, pas-s, shooting, guarding. Male players demonstrate.

Offensive Drills ( Basketball with Bubas). 14 min. Rental $8. Association Films,
Inc., 866 3rd Ave., New York, NY 10022. Presentation of offensive drills. Game
shots, game-simulating drills and dem9nstration shots.

Women' s Basketball with Cathy Rush. 141/2 min. Rental $8. Association Films, Inc.,
866 3rd Ave,, New York, NY 10022. Part 1 Copditioning with special
exercises for tone, suppleness, quick reflexes and stamina. Part II Drills and
skills for ball control, accuracy, passing, dribbling and shooting. Women players-
demonstrate.

Filmstrip

How To-Warm Up. 35mm, color. Rental $8.50. Association Films, Inc., 866 3rd
Ave., New York, NY 10022. Specific exercises for warming up and warmilg
down.

Product

Sharp Shooter. This training device, designed to improve coordination and aiming
accuracy, is a ring that fits on a basketball hoop. Available from Poudi Inter-
national, P.O. Box 1552, Altadena, CA 91001.

Film Distributors
Champions on Film ,
74 S. State Circle
Ann Arbor, MI 48104

Free Loan Films in PE
. Modern Talking Picture Service

2323 New Hyde Park Road
Hyde Park, NY 11040

Texture Films
\ 1600 11roadway

New York, NY 1
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BASKETBALL BIBLIOGRAPHY

CHERYL A. HITCHINGS
California State University

Los Angeles
PATRICIA A. REAGAN

University of Utah
Salt Lake City

Annotated BookS

Barnes, -Mildred J. Women's Basketball. Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 1972. 400 pp.
A basic, thorough book of techniques and theories for women's five-player
basketball. Includes in-depth coverage of special situations such as out-of-bound
plays, free throws and jump balls. Contains numerous diagrams and photographs
of offensive and defensive play of the man-to-man, zone and press.

Cooper, John M. and Siedentop, 'Daryl. The Theory and Science of Basketball. 2nd
ed. Philadelphia: Lea & Febiger, 1975. 253 pp.

Designed primal* for use in basketball theory classes, the book presents a
comprehensive picture of the advantages and disadvantages of the major current
offensive and defensive systems. Includes material pettinent to learning and
motivation as applied-to baskethall. Contains information useful in administering a
total basketball program such as pre-game checklist, care of equipment, scouting
and scheduling. Summarizes the differences between men's collegiate and inter-
national rules. Very applicable to women's five-player basketball.

Ebert, Frances It *and. Cheatum; Billye Ann. Basketball. 2nd ed. Philadelphia:
W.B. Saunders, 1977. 272 pp. . . ^

Comprehensively revised, this edition is designed tri assist basketball coaches,
physical educators and ktudents majoring in physical education with a detailed
explanation of skills. Over 200 illustrations and photographs facilitate the skill
progressions. The reader is provided with drills for the beginning and advanced
players. Especially suited to the new coach at any level.

Other Books and Articles

Auerback, Red. Basketball for the Player, the Fan and the Coach. New York:
Pocketbooks, 1976.

Perez, Fred V. Videotape: A practical technique for training intramural officials.
Journal of Physical Education and Recreation, Sept. 1977, p. 52.

Voelz, Chris. Motivation in Coaching a Team Sport. Washington, DC: American
Alliance for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, 4976.

Warren, William E. Team Patterns in Girls' and Women' s Basketball. Cranbury,
NJ: A.S. Barnes, 1976.
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NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE COMMITTEE
1977-1979

DIANA FORD, chairperson, Miami University, Oxford, OH 45056
GARY W. HUTSELL, Cheney High School, Cheney, WA 99004
MAGGIE LE DUC, 11217 Washington Place #4, Santa Monica, CA 90230 -
ROBERTA PHEIFER, Eastchester High School, Eastchester, NY 10707
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SETTING TACTICS AND THEORIES

DOUG BEAL

Doug Beal has played on the National Team from 1970-1979. He was chosen
USA Player of the Year in 1975 and has been named All American Player six
times. He coached the National Team 1977-1978 before returning 10 play with
the team as a setter-hitter. While coaching at Ohio State University, he was
honored as the Midwest Coach of the -Year. He...is presently playing with the,
National Team while completing his doctorate at Ohio State University.

Because of the nature of volleyball and the number ofcontacts afforded the setter,
this player assumes the most pivotal position. Few teams in football reach their
potential or have any measure of success without a great quarterback; likewise, few
volleyball teams can perform to potential without the services of a good setter.

Set Selection

A goOd setter must clearly understand her/his tole on the team and how best to
function on the floor: The coach must constantly remind and condition the setter to
make appropriate choices and selections. The . setter's- primary roTe is to always
deliver a "good- set, i.e., one that is hittable for each attacker in any situation. The
good set will give the attacker optimum possibilities to succeed on her/his own 'skills.

If the setter can always accomplish the "good" set, then the role expands to being a
"smart" setter. The smart set wjll match a team's strengths to the opponent's '
weaknesses', feed the "hot" attacker,lake advantage of what the offense does best,
and effectively carry out the coach's thoughts andilans. If you have a player who has
progressed to being a sma)t setter, you are a great coach. Your setter is probably not
directly winning for your team, but she/he is never losing for yotil team either.

The ultimate stage in the development of the setter hierarchy is assuming the
burden of defeating the block by deceptive setting. The setter uses deception in an
effort to allow the hitters to work against less than the well-formd two- or three-
player block. This is far and away the lowest and last priority for the setter. A tricky
set wilkh fools the block but is not hittable is worthless. Generally, this level is
beyond the skill of most setters and will only lead to unnecessary errors. The offense
must always live within dr skills and abilities of its players and especially its setters..
One of the cardinal principles of coaching is to never ask players to perform skills or
tactics beyond their abilities. Existing skills are used as the foundation upon which to
build new skills.

Setting is very much a percentage skill that, it is biped, will leadto minimum errors
in your offense. Therefote, be good (technically perfect) first, smart (perceptive)
second, and then maybe . . occasionally, tricky. .

Setting Rules

A coach must define for the setter the rules to follow on each setiregarding the types
of errors expected and those which are permissible. There can be some general
concepts here, but they mOst be modified to fit the team's offensive concepts and the
particular range of offensive maneuvers the.team is employing.

Some examples:
Never- pinpoint a set always give the hitters a range in whicg to expect to

.0°-
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itceive the ball. The range must include a width along the net, height variation
and some speed changes.
Generally, never underset the ball or set too short. It iralways better to overset
and go too high to allow the I:iaa good swing at the ball.-
Usually a set, especially a fast set, should be too slow rather than too fast.

Most errorg in setting, and therefore the offense, occur when the setter tries
pinpOint the set. Rather than this, it is far preferable for the setter and attacker to worWtogether to establish a zone for each specific set and play. This practice will provide ahigh degree of success.

High sideline set. There should be,a zone that staris on the sideline and extends into
the court for several feet (maybe up to 10 feet). This set should never travel outside the
antenna or be set either over the net or too low. Unfoytunately, the high outside set isoften pictured landing on the sideline rather close to the net. If this is the goal, it islikely that many errors will be made by pushing the set too wide or over the net. See
Figure 1.

NET

Figure 1.

Common errors on this set are setting it foo high or deep or too far inside. These
situations can be compensated for by-the hitter. -

Fast center set (a "quick" or "1" set): This set, normally delivered to the middleattack of a three-hitter offense, is made after the h,itter has already left the ground. The
set should never cross the net without passing the hitter's outside shoulder. It must behigh enough to force the hitter to reach her/his maximum and be made in front of themidline of the hitter's body so that if the set is too high or the hitter misses it, the ballcan still be saved. This is obviously at the opposite end of the spectrum from thehigh-wide set and is more difficult to perform without error, but basic rules still apply.
See Figure 2.

Figur* 2.
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If the set is too low, cmges the net in front of the hitter aris set acrog the hitter's body
before it is hittable, many errors will octur. Otherwise, this can become a reasonably
high percentage play.

This is only a brief look at what is called percentage setting. The rules, as stated
above; ate made by the coach to suit the offense and the players' skills. These are very
positive points aut which, to. retnincl, salters during time-outs.

er

Setter Trairrini
Development of askilled setter requites a greit deal of specialized veining. The

setter, more than any other player, must become acquainted with all situations and the
'play alternatives of each. The setter controls more of the game than any other singli
.player and thus receives more attention thin her/his teammatei. The coach should
keep in mind the following*.oncepts in helping the setter develop and refine skills:

Repetition. .Since repaid* is an important key to success, thesetter must touch as
many balls per practice as poisible. If all players on the team perform all skills equally,
they are not being trained effectively. The setters must set, more than anything else;
center blockers must spend their greatest time blocking; the big hitters need most
Fwactice on hitting; etc. -

Positional variety. The setter must learn to set from all body positions. This means
setting while jumping, running fonlard, running backward, and rolling on the floor.
It also includes underhind and one-hand setting, setting balls coming out of the net,. .

backcourt setting and setting spinning and fast bank as well as balls coming from very
high. The possibilities int almost limitless. It is crucial that the setter react instinc-
tively to any situation during the game. A secondary benefit of having the set jere,ret
,trained to emergency settinguctics is that the hitters become familiar with making
these sets and thus learn ,the setter's capabilities .

Setting tactics. The setter must be trained according to game situations by being
presented with drill sinfations and allowed to react to them. For exsmple, it is
good to set. left when the setter must move to the right and vice versa. The mi ...
blacker usually will anticipate a set in the direction the setter is moving and it is a good
tactic to make the blockers move a long way. The setter should be trained to "see" the
center blacker by having the setter drill with the center blacker as the latter is milking
desiined moves.. The setter should be instrmed to set the opposite direction from
where the blacker moves. If the setter is forced to jump set, she/he should setanyplace
but the middle. Such tactical considerations 'must be trained.

Spatial orientatkm. The setter, especially, must know where she/he is at all times.
There, are several points tci consider in this, training. First, the sitter must be
conditioned lo see the ball, lase sight of it, find it again, and then set. These drills
involve the setter seeing the ball, then executing some skill (dive, roll, jump, spin,
etc.), finding the ball again and smut. Next, the setter must learn to start blind, then
'find the ball after it is in play and set. Another type of spatial orientation concerns the
setter' s ability to pow all the dimensions of the coutt, especially from the perimeters
and beyond. Essentially we ate -talking about making a long set, which is accurately
placed, after having moved a great distance.

To complete the training, the sener must be given proper authority and control,
such as the freedom to call plaYs and nth the offense or make appropriate changes if
the hitters are to call the plays. The setter must establish an effective range so that the
hitters will know which balls the setter will set and which they must set. Thesetter
must quarterback the team jointly with the coach.
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Technical Aspects

Setting is a complex motor skill that the slightest miscalculation can undermine.
Below are commonly abused basic skills crucial to setting and suggestions for
correcting them.

Stopping when contacting the ball. If the ball is not giiing where the setter wants it
-to or if it drifts or comes up short, it is likely that the setter is moving thmugh the set..
Certainly this is avoidable at times, but usually it isn't. By alt means the setter must be
suipped at the moment of contact.

Facing the target. especially with the upper body (shoulders). If the ball is
consistently off in one directien, the setter's alignment should be checked, Good
direction stans with the feet, but shoulders are more critical. The feet dictate motion,
the shoulders direction.

Contacting the ball at a high point, i.e., in front of the face above the eyebrows.
This is aiticat for a consistent release and the ability to go in every possible direction
with the ball. Whereas a consistent highposition allows.the hitters to accurately judge
the speed of release, inconsistent contact points result in different trajectories to the
same sets and poor timing for the hitters.

Releasing the ball from the setter' s midline, especially when the ball is passed to
the setter close to the net. The common practice of reaching out to set the ball and
contacting it before it anives at the setter's midline causes the ball to jerk and a set that
will be either too tight or cross the net. However, a setter with good hand absorption
Will rarely have this problem.

Making the set off the back foot. The outside foot (farther from the net) is normally
the back foot. The set shoula be made off the outside foot, actually pushing through
the ball to maintain an effective line of force from the floor, through the total body, to
the point of ball release. Using the foot farther from thenet causes a slight drift toward
the net, the type of ball much easier for the spiker to hit. The setter must become
comfortable with.this foot position so that the feet will be planted correctly every
time.

Extending the arms completely on everY set. If the ball is released with the arms
stil0bent, it has been "jabbed" and the arms have not effectively followed through.
'Me full follow=through will greatly increase accuracy.

It is hoped that this discussion of setting has provided some insight into the
complexity of the skill. A team rarely exceeds the abilities of the setter, its most
critical player. There are no absolute rights and wrongs, only the players' abilities to
perform efficiently and successfully. The guideline should always be to try to
maximize the performance of each individual on the team.
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TEAM: CONTENT AND PROCESS

CHUCK JOHNSON
MARY DUMPHY

Chuck Johnson is an associate professor of education at California State
University at Chico and on the staff of the USVBA and the Olympic Develop-
ment Sports Camps. Inc. He has been a consultant to the USA Men's National
Team and the Pepperdine University team and headed the USA delegation at
the Olympic Qualifying Tournament in Rome in 1976. He has been teaching
for 14 years at the junior high, high school, and university levels.

Mary Dumphy followed an outstanding playing career at Pepperdine University
. by assuming the head coach position. He was instrumental in Pepperdine' s rise

to national prominence as the 197tRC AA Champions. The author of manerous
articles and a book, Volleyball, hi is currently pursuing a doctorate in psychol-
ogy and sociology of sport.

How many times has your season been less successful than you expected, your
team less together than you wished? Have you seen times when your team did not
show the unity that could have meant a more successful experience for you and your
players? Most coaches will have to answer "yes" to all of these and most of thein
realize that the problem on those occasions was not lack of skill or training. The'
answer, therefore, cannot be more skill training. Coaches mnst approach this kind of
problem from a different viewpoint a content/process point of view. Briefly, the
content/pucess perspective stipulates that Successful coaching involves not one but
two equally important dimensions. The rust, the content dimension, is 'usually
attended to: the drills, skills and the " X's" and "Crs" of the game. The second, the
process dimension, involves dealing.with the personal needs of each player so that the
team can work together as a cohesive unit.

Individuals on teams have particular concerns from the outset regarding affiliation?
influence and competency. Initially, team members are concerned about how they
will be accepted and what they must 40 to be included as a member of the team
(affiliation need). Will they be embarrassed if they make an ertor, ridiculed if they
take a risk and fail? They are seeking psychological safety or trust on ihe team. Next,
players need to influence some dimensions of their team life.. They are concerned with
the amount of *Aver they have in the team setting, how much control they have over
themselves and others. Finally team thembers want to be competent in the content, in
performing well in their sport. To the degree which affiliation and influence needs are
met, team competency-content is positively affected.

Cliques and/or coalitions of players are typical characteristics of teams with
affiliation need deficiency.. Researchers are findidg that on teams where cliques exist
the following behavior is typical: volleyball setters tend to set to their friends;
quarterbacks tend to pass to clique-mates; guards tend to pass to their friends. Thus,
the guard and quarterback look first to friends rather than to any open playere. As a
rcsult, the other players become angry or upset, causing dissension which affects
good play. .

Negative remarks about drills or behaviorthat approaches insubordination-can be
interpreted as attempts to influence the direction of the team. If cowhes don't provide
for players to influenee the team in a positive manner, teams will do so in a negative
one.
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Coaches concerned with the process dimensions of their teams need to plan an
organized series of activities to deal with process to increase the likelihood of
cohesive, tight-knit teams. A process program should begin the first day of practice
and continue through the championships. Certain days can be scheduled throughout
the season where affiliation and influence needs are dealt with, maybe to the point of
sacrificing content.

Meeting affiliation needs can begin with activities designed to help team members
know each other better. Coaches can design the workout to the extent that all players,
regardless of ability, position or year, somehow participate on an equal basis with
their teammates. For.example, a coach can designate warm-up partners, weight-
training partners, cool-down partners and/or running partners and change the pairings
throughout the year..

Influence needs can be achieved by allowing players to lead warm-ups and
cool-downs and to be involved in certain decision-making opportunities. This is a
crucial area in which coaches have to decide how much influence players will have in
their team life. Some coaches fill comfortable allowing players to decide and
participate in the enforcement of rules. The main point is to provide opportunities for
players to influence the team in a positive manner.

Team cohesion and unity are affected by a variety of process factors they do not
developiautomatically. Process needs must be nurtured and developed by the coach
who understands and incorporates her/his knowledge into practkes Itnd season
planning. With this nurturing, content will come easier and be more lasting.
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TIME OUT

CLARE MORELAND

Clare Moreland is in her third yea,: as head coach of the Cincinnati Volleyball
Club which won the Region 4 USVBA Women' s AA Championship in 1978. She
has played USVRA and collegiate volleyball for 10 years and has conducted

, numerous clinics for high school and adult players. She is a Regional USVRA
official and is a high school Federation official. She is presently cémpleting a
degree in business at the University of Cincinnati.

"Time out." Two words which always mean a team is in trouble. Many things
could have gone wrong. The game plan might be ineffective, the hit or set selectioff
coed be poor, or perhip the team is just "mentally" out of- the game. In all
instanies, it is essential that the coach react quickly to the situation and give the team
the additional information and advice they need to regain, or in some instancet gain,
the momentum.

When to call time-out is a decision a coach must be prepated to make at any point
during the game. Itthe early part of the game, it is important to call a time-out after the
opponent has scored four consecutive points by serve or block in order to break the
opponent's momentum, relax the players and give them instructions on what they are
doing Wrong individually or as a team. At other points during the game and
depending upon the situation, a time-out should be called when the team becomes
disorganized or confused or if they are beginning to lose their momentum. Also, the
coach should be prepared to call time-out if the opponents have changed their tactics
with success and the players cannot make the necessary, adjustments on the court.

Before calling time-out the coach must understind'what is going wrong with the
game. The first thing to look at is the game plan. Is it effective in light of the
opponent's game? Is the team being blocked because the setters are not isolating the
blockers? Or are the setters setting the ball too close to the net? Are the hitters being
dug by the defense? What defense are the opponents playing? Where are the "open"
areas? Is there a mismatch between one of the coach's vjeaker blockers and the
opponent's strongest hitter? Is the team serve reception too deep or too shallow? The
coach must be prepared to give concise, quick and sonstructive instructions to the
team on how to correct its play and increase playing efficiency in each particular
situation.

A coach should speak calmly to players, not shout, and relax them during the
time-out. The coach should know each of the players and how they will respond to
criticism. ,If a player reacts negatively in game situations, the coach must be subtle
with criticism to produce desired results. The team looks to the coach not as a
"cheerleader," but as a person who can give guidance and instill confidence-in the
team members' ability to play the glune. The players should be given a quick
explanation about what is going wrong and the alterations which will ameliorate the
situation. Arguments shquld not be tolerated from a player or between players. The
coach's responsibility is to maintain control of the team and the game plan. If, after
changes are made, a player openly defies them, the player should be replaced with a
teammate. It is better to have six players on the court playing as a team than to have
one player doing what sheihe thinks is correct.

When instructing players on changes to be made, the coach should be specific. For
example, if an opposing server is acing the serve reception, the coach should instruct
the team to overload the opponent's area of serve preference to try to force the player
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to change her/his serving rhythmOr, if the team is getting blocked and the position of
the set is too close, the setter should be instructed to set fatth0 from the net and higher
to allow'the hitters more time to go over the blockor to use it. lf the game plan calls for
quick sets and the hitters are Malin into the.block, the answer is higher, slowersets
until the hitters air mom successfill

However, a coach must be able to evaluate any situation at any time and adapt the
game to give .the team advice it can use immediately, not a training session on
fundamentals. That should be saved for practice sessions..

6
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A NON-WEIGHTROOM JUMP PROGRAM

GARY W. HUTSELL

Gary W . Hutsell earned his undergraduate degree from Eastern Washington
State College, Cheney, and a M .Ed. from Eastern Washington University. He
is currently teaching and coaching at Cheney High School. In fouryears as head
coach, his girls volleyball team has compiled a 28-4 league .record while making
two consecutive trips to the State Tournament. He is also a State-rated N A GWS
official and a Regional USVB A official.

1

The modern game of power volleyball now requires at all levels of competition
players who can spike and block. A good vertical*np is definitely an asset. One of
the major problems confronting many high sch6pl hes and some college coaches
in developing superior spiking or blocking is accetsibility of a weightroom
where players can concentrate on working the m les that will improve their vertical
jump.

. At Cheney. High School the lack of a weightroom has been overcome by using
apparatus and materials that are inexpensive, easy to make and readily obtainable in
any community. The following is a brief description of the training aids employed and
their use.

The first training aid simply requires a wall and a piece of chalk. The players are
instructed to perform two drills. In the first drill, players do standing vertical jumps
and try to touch two inches below their maximum jump reach. Players must bend the
knees to 10 degrees on each jump. As the jump increases each month, players will
raise the touch point accordingly. They execute three to five sets of 10 repetitions. In
the second drill, players jump and touchlwo inches less than maximum for two
minutes, rest one minute, then jump two minutes. They perform three to four sets.
The muscular contraction in both exercises must be explosive. This combination of
jumping exercises, used by the Cubans, is an excellent overload method,which
increases strength to the same extent as a weight program and provides jumping
practice..

Skipping rope is a well-known exercise but it is not properly used to advantage. A.
few of the possibilities are: skipping on one leg, two legs, double jumps (two turns of
the rope per jump), single jumps to maximum height using both legs at the same time
(bending the legs as little as possible), anct skipping continuously for five to six
minutes at 150 revolutions per minute.*

The use of weight belts or vests, which this writer prefers to ankle weights, can be
used in many drills, especially with the rope skipping exercises. They can be made
inexpensively at home from corduroy, denim or any other heavy material that won't
scratch the skin, possibly using a plastic lining. They can be filled with grain, bird
seed, sand or small pebbles to a weight of 7-15 pounds. The belt part can be
constructed leather, plastic, macramé or canvas (Figure 1).

*For further information on rope skipping exercises. see Mery Mosher. "Skipping As a Conditioning
Program; Volleyball Technkal Journal of the Cwwdian Volleyball Association, vol. 4, no. 2; 1979, p.
37; and Hideo Doya. Osaka University, Program, available by writing to the British Columbia Volleyball
Ati.sociation. 1200 Hornby Street. Vaiwouver. B.C:, Canada V6Z 1W2.
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To provide a heavier weight, the shadow" may be used. Obtain several different-
sizes of innertubes from a local gas station.or tire dealer and next to the valve make a
radial cut resulting in two open ends. Remove the valve to prevent possible injtiries(Figure 2).

4. cur

Figure 2.

Tie one end securely wi9,Kope, twine, etc. and add sand through the other end until
you reach the desired eight; tie the end securely (Figure 3).

KNOT END
SECURELY

FILL WITH SAND
(THEN TIE SECURELY)

Figure 3.

Usually a range of shadows from 35-70 pounds is sufficient to provide a comfortable
weight that fits snugly over the shoulders. Like a real shadow, it will stay right with
you. The program at Cheney calls for half squat jumps with the equivalent of 30 to 50
percent of the player's body weight doing tWo sets of 25 and full squats using 50
percent of body weight stalling with 20 repetitions and increasing gradually to SO.
Rather than increasing the weights, it is preferable to increase the number of
repetitions.

To develop the quadriceps, athletes can perform with the "board." This is a two-
by four-inch piece of wood approximately 30 inches long with a ,towel wrapped
around it to protect the floor from being scratched. It has been found to be an excellent
tool and is an integral part of the program at Cheney. Players may not be as
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enthusiastic as the coach; those at Cheney are definitely not. As the season progres-
ses, the board .4 used less and less, while concentration is shifted to jumping drills
with and withou weights.

Depth jumpin or rebound jumping was originally developel by the Russians to
assist their triple jumpers to develop explosive power and lift. The equipment needed
for this exercise is a series of boxes, benches or platforms in graduated heights from
6-3() inches. The player is to jump off the platform to a mat and immediately rebound
up again in one motion. There should be no hesitation in the landing. This writer
insists on players using a mat and absolutely no weights. At Cheney the progression
calls for 8-12 days of jumping from a 12-ineh platform to)the mat up to a maximum
possible jump; 7- 10 days from the 18-inch platform up to a maximum jump; 7-10 days
from the 12-inch platform up to 18-inch platforms; and 7-10 days from the 16-inch
up tO 16-inch platforms. Hopefully, near the end of the season some of the girls are
jumping from 20-inch platforms up to 20-inch platforms. This exercise is done every
other day with two sets of 15 repetitions. Using many combinations in a series is
another alternative. For example, in one consecutive series of jumps ----'- 6-inch
platform to mat, rebounding to 12-inch platform; 12-inch platform to t-,i ret;
bounding to 16-inch platform; 16-inch platform to mat to 16-inch platfo
platform to mat to a maximum jump. Executed properly, this one exercise cah.,bri
immediate results. See Figure 4.

v

16"

. / Figure 4.

Some apparatus should be seletted which provides isokinetic exercise involving
the legs, arms and shoulders. Al drill cairbe designed with a shoulder harness that
involves working the leg muscles and executing the correct spiking motion waith the
arm and shoulder. Many otivi drills and exercises can be used, too, such as bench
blasts (step-ups) to a 16- to 20=inch bench, side jumping over an elastic rope, wall sits;
leap frog, and various other running, skipping and hopping drills.

Certain drills are empha4ized over others during the various seasons. The boards
and shadows are used more at the beginning and middle of the season, introducing the
isokinetic apparatus andfdepth jumping about three to four weeks into the season.'
Skipping rope ean be done all season long, varying the drills often. It is the writer's
opinion that the best exercise for improving players' vertical jurnp is jumping, with
and withotit an approach, with or without moderate weight the principle of
specificity.

The results of the Cheney program haq: been rewarding. It has not been uncom-
mon for a girl with no previous training to increase her standing vertical jump six
inches in the 21/2-month season. Some have experienced a rapid increase of three
inches within three weeks. Some ofthese may be attributed to the learning of a proper
jumping technique.

All players at Cheney follow the program, including those who speCializZ in
backcourt play.. The drills and exercises provide the strength and endurance necessary
to play the low 14ackcourt positiort for long periods without fatigue.

While these exercises and skills do not constitute a total physical conditioning
program, the players achieve an increased vertical jump without the use of com-
mercial weights or a weightroom.
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OUT-OF-SEASON AEROBIC TRAINING

DIANA FORD. --

Diana Ford is currently in her third year as head vollhball coach at Miami
;University, Oxford, Ohio and serves as a physical education instructor atWright State University, Fairborn, Ohio. She received her B.S. from Ohio State
University and her M.S. from Illinois State University and has coached vol-leyball for I I years at the high school, collegiate and USVBA levels. She is aRegional USVBA official and a registered high school Federation official.

You might already be saying, I thought' volleyball was in anaerZbic sport. So whyaerobics? Exercise physiologists have indicated the need for a broad aerobic base inall sports activities, claiming- that .a broad cardiovascular base provides for a betteranaerobic system.
J

Most high school female volleyball players are poorly prepared cardiovascularly
because of short two-month seasons and the lacli of %emphasis on conditioningout-of-season. The collegiate coach, therefore, has the challenge of getting tier.players into shape in the most effective manner by helping each player to acquire
proper body weight and percent .body fat and enlarge the cardiovascular endurancefoundation. With aerobic activities typically requiring the use of numerous muscle
groups, a substantial number of calories are usually expended which can contribute toa decrease in body weight and percent 6ody fat. Anaerobic programs can certainlymeet all three important facets of getting into shape.

It should be rstood that aerobics is not emphasiz.ed during the season orpre-season w sitional anaerobic activities will be the focus of training. It issuggested that bics be one phase of the total out-of-season program from Januarythrough May o ne: The other phases could include weight training on the weightmachine, free weights or isokinetic apparatus.
When selecting activities for an out-of-season program of five or six months, the

coaCb has some important considerations. Will the athletes become mentally bored\ the program? How can players be motivated to do 'the training alone without
guidance from the coach? Kenne H. Coope I., has designed a scientificaerob c program which solves these concerns. In his nigrarn, which is desig4 forboth sexes, no matter what age oi level of fitness, C. r has determined the_ enconsumption of numerous activities and has assigned point values to the activitiesaccording to the intensity and duration of the sport. Dr. Cooper considers a woman tobe in excellent condition if she can attain more than 40 points per week. in his bookThe New Aerobics, he suggests an athlete do at least 50 points per week during theoff-season.

The following info ion about players was carefully considered when this writerwas preparing to u Dr. Cooper's aerobic program for the team she was coaching.
The member. )f the teani were already in good to excellent physical conditionfrom the . ,

The time required has to , he realistic for the studentiathletes with academicdemands to meet.
.

The players were involved\ itn doing,a mini-gym circuit three days per week
_

requiring I V2 to 2 hours peiVeek.
The team had participated in two or three all-day USVBA tournaments permonth .and had practiced two hours, two days per week.

In view of the preceding considerations, the goal for the aerobic coiditioning was



decided to be 50-80 points per week. The players had to do one or a combination of
the following aCtivities three days per. week.

Run two miles in 13 - 15:59 Minutes. Points per day equalkd II points.
Cycle eight miles in 24 - 31:59 minutes on a 1- to 3-speed bicycle,. Points per
day equalled 101/2 points. -

Swim 1,000 yards in 16:40 24:59 minutes while doing the front crawl. Points
per day equalled 101/2 points.

These activities were selected for the following reasons:
The activities were in the maintenance program for people already in good to
excellent condition as listed 'n Dr. Cooper's book.
These activities wouls1 furt r develop leg muscles required for hmping.
The players could now o in the near future accomplish these times and,
distances. .
The three act iviti weie of comparable point values and needed to be done only
three days weekl . .

Numerous other spo activities could be done to complete, the goal of 50 - 80 points
per week. Two-hour practices were assigned six points instead of four per hour to
allow far breaks in the players' participation. Many of the irtivities, however, were
continuous movement drills to work on cardiovascular endurance. USVBA tourna-
ment participation received 8-12 points depending on the number of matches and
amount of time an individual played. For a complete list of other activities, times and
point values, consult Cooper's book. At the end of every weeks, the players
turned in charts to the coach. (See the chart of sample athletet'hsr;tgrams on page 68.)

The players liked their out-of-season conditioning this past year. The wide variety
of activity allowed for individual preferences and changes in the weather. The
athletes also enjoyed the challenge*of trying to improve their times to earn more

, points. Because of the varieel program, the students were encouraged to pursue other
sports interests with teammates and other friends. This year enthusiasm for the
out-of-season programleplaced boredom.

In conclusion, aerobics is certainly an important aspect of year-round volleyball
conditioning which shiluld not be forgotten. It can be one part of a total out-of-season
program and can givoplayers that extra edge against their opponents. The programs
can be used with players of any age or level of fitness. For further descriptions of Dr.
Cooper's total program including.the *activities and point values, ccinsult his liooks,
The New Aerobics and The Aerobics Way '(bath available in paperback). Try
aerobics. Out-of-season conditioning can be both fun and challenging to the serious
volleyball player.
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SAMPLE ATHLETE'S PROGRAMS

Activity
(Continuum Acdvity)

Thur./Nolan=
Points/
Hour

Points/
Activity

Total Paladli
Week

Jogging 8.0 min./10 mi.
52 Min.17 mi.
50 min.17 mi.

59
41

41

Jump Rope 15 min./I0 mixt. 6/4
(90-110 stepsImin.)
10 min. 4 155

Swimming 16 min./1,100 yds. 16-1/4
Ice Skating 1 hr. 4/hr. 4
Ice Skating 1 hr. 4ihr. 4
Practice ,hrs. 3/hr. 6
Practice 2 hrs. 3/hr. 6
Volleyball Tournament 12
Running 15 min./2 mi. 11 63-1/4

Racquetball hr. 9/hr. 9
Swimming 23 min./1,100 yds. 12.
Volleyball Practice 1 hr.. 3/hr. 3
Volkyball Pnictice 2 hr. 3/hr. 6
Swimming . 21 min./1,100 yds. 12

Volleyball Tournament 12
Squash I hr. 9/hr. 9
Swimming 21 min./1.l00 yds. 12 75
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VOLLEYBALL AUDIOVISUAL AIDS

Revised by DIANA FORD
Miami Llniversity

Oxford, Ohio

Note: Prices are subject to change.

Films

Continuous Movement Drills. Super 8mm, 25 min., silent, color. Rental $10.
Lucas, US VBA Film Library, 5810.N. Kingsdale, Chicago, IL 60646. Chicago
Rebels (women) and Kenneth Alien (men) volleyball teams demonstrate a con-
tinuous movement practice session. Arieh Se linger, Israeli international coach,
conducts die practice, whicti includes a variety of 65 drills incorporating indi-
vidual, partner, three player, six player and group patterns.

18 Patches. 16 mm., 27 min., color. Rental $35 plus handling. Purchase $275.
Bryant - Ryan Produdions, 6211/2 Jmine Ave., Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
Total collage of sanil volleyball shot in its entirety, at major tournaments.

Japan vs Russia. 8 mm., silent, color. Rental only. USVBA Films, P.O. Box 286,
Huntington Beach, CA 92648. Olympic Women's Finals, Japan vs Russia.

The Illegal Hit in Volleyball (1971). 16 mm., 110 ft.., silent, b & w. Sale $10., Jo
Anne Thorpe, Southern Illinois Univ., Carbondale, IL.62901. Prepared by Jo
Anne Thorpe,and Virginia Gordon. Information sheet about use of film included.

This is Volleyball. 30 min., color. Sale $350. Available through USVBA Path-,
cations, P.O. Box 286, Huntington Beach, CA 92648. This is an instructional
film of the Montreal Olympics.

USA vs Brazil. 16 mm., silent. color. Rental only. OSVE1A Films, P.O. Box 286,
Huntington Beacli, CA 92648. U.S. men's team vs Brazil.

USA vs Russia. 16 mm., 34 min., silent, color. Rental $12. Roger G. Burton,
Midway YMCA, 1761 University Ave., St. Paul, MN 55104. Shows men's and
women's match play between the USA and Russia.

Volleyball. A Sport Come of Age (1975). 16 mm., 23 min., color. gale $320. Rental
$35. Parimount Oxford Filmsl '5451 Marathon St. Hollywood, CA 90038.
Reasons for skymcketiog popularity discussed by skilled players. Also available
in Spanish. By Brian Lewis. .

Volleyball - Dig It (1974). 16 mm., 13 min., color. Rental $7.50. Univ. of Southern
California, Film Distribution Center, Divisibn of Cinema, University Park, Los
Angeles. CA 90007. Features Kathy Gregory, volleyball expert, who discusses
skills of playing volleyball as demonstrated by a number of outstanding women
players. Illustrated techniques of skillful serving, underhand pass, recovery from
the+ net, the set up and *the spike.

Volleyball for Intermediate Grades (1970). 16 mm., 24 min., sound, color. Sale
$210.*Rental $9 for first three days. University Edutational Visual Art, 221 Park
Ave. S., New York, NY 10003. Illustrates how a unit of volleyball is taught to
children of vaiying levels of skill. Clearly demonstrates each skill. Emphasizes
method and teaching involving total class participation.

Volleyball '76. 12 min., color. Available through USVBA Publications, P.O. Box
286, Huntington Beach,. CA 92648. This promotional film showeboth

.4

pre-
liminary and final matches of the Montreal Olympics.

Volleyball Skills and Practice (1968). 16 mm., 12 mih., sound, color. Sale $135.
Film Associates, 2211 Michigan Ave., Santa Monica, CA 90404. Basic skills of
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underhand volley, overhand volley, spike, net volley, overhand serve and under-hand serve demonstrated'. by elementary school girls and boys in playgroundsituation. Uses normal speed action. Practice period is shown.
World Championships (1970). Rental $12. G. R. McDonald, 5142 Tujunga Ave.,North Hollywood, CA 91601. Films of 1970 world championships in 'Sophia,Bulgaria.

Forcwrem information on an assortment of instructional general purpose films,Super 8, 16 mm., color and b & w, contact: USVBA Films, P.O. Box 286,Huntington Beach, CA 92648.

Filmstrips. Loopfllins, Videotapes, Slides ,

Basic Skills Slide Series. Available through USVBA Publications, P.O. Box 286.(Huntington Beach, CA 92648. Sixty-five action slides of world class Olayers at the1976 Montreal Olympics.
Beginning Volleyball. Four slide-film units in color. Sale only: silent, $36.70, sound(two 33 1/3, recordings) $42,30. Accompanying instructors' guide. Society forVisual Education, 1345 Diversey Parkway, Chicago, IL 60614.UNIT 1: The Game. Introduces game with a brief hiitory and development ofsport, court and equipment specifications, and a review of simple rules, dem-

onstrating some playing fundamentals.
UNIT II: The Pass. Demonstrates the chest pass,4ig pass, underhand pass, and_fist recovery and stresses importance of directing ball well on ttw set pass. .UNIT HI: The Serve. Presents underhand and overhand methods of serving theball with description of the nlechanics.
UNIT IV: The Attick. Spike presented a.s the attack in game play. Mechanics ofthe Spike and examples of its strategic use in.game play are demonstrated by minplayers.

National USBVA Championship%(1971). Rental $25. Harpld W. Buckner, YMCA,737 E. 2nd St., Salt Lake eity, UT 84102. Videotape of final matches showingone hour of men's play and one half hour of women's play. Suitable for programs,clinics or 'TV promotions,. Two-inch videotape.
Power Volleyball. Super 8 or Kodak cartridges. Series of five loopfilms. The serve,the underhand pass..the set, the spike, and the Japanese roll the block. $22.95each. A AliPERD, 1201 16th St., N.W., Washington, DC 20036. Consultantsare Jim Coleman, Harlan Cohen mil John Lowell. Demonstratori'are Pan Ameri-can Games and US Olympic Volleyball Team Members.
Volleyball. Super 8 cartridges. Series of six loopfilms. Sale ohly $24.95 each, $49.70per set. Ealing Corporation, 2225 Massachusetts Ave Cambridge, MA 02140.Collegiate All- Americans demonstrate, providing comprehensive analysis ofbasic skills for either competitive or recreational volleyball. Slow motion analysisand freeze foctis at critical learning periods.
Wonien's Power Volleyball. Super 8 or Kodak cartridges. Series of seven loopfilms:overhand floating serve overhand spin serve, roundhouse floating serve, theforearm pass, the set-back set, the spike, the Japanese roll, the dive, singleblocking double blocking. $22.95 each. AAHPERD, 1201 16th St., N.W.,Washington, DC 20036. Consultant is Jim Coletnap. Demonstrators are: EPluribus Unum Team Members, Houston; Texas, and 1973 AAU and USBVANational Women's Volleyball Champions.
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Technique Charts

Pictorial Volleyball. A series of 26 8 1/2 x 11 photographs showing volleyball skills
and positioning with 'printed descriptions of mechanics. Sale $1 per set with
discounts on bulk orders of 10 or more. Creative Editorial Service, P.O. Box
2244, Hollywood, CA 90028. Black and white photographspresent clear, sequen-
tial shots of a girl performing underhand serve, overhand serve, chest pass, dig
pass, set-up spike and dink. Also five illustrations of girls' team play,, including
the position of readiness;`the first, second, and third contact with the ball; and a
successful spike. Pictures are suitable for bulletin board displays or as teaching
aids fbr secondary lvel 'students..
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VOLL&BALL BIBLIOGRAPHY

Revised by DIANA FORD-
Miami University

Oxford, Ohio

Books

American Alliance for Health, PhysiCal Education, and Recreation. VolleYball
Guide. Washington, DC: the Alliance, 1976. ($1.75)

Anthony, Don. Suicess in Volleyball. Levittown,- NY: Transatlantic Arts, Inc.,
1974. ($5.95)

Boyden, E. Douglas and Burton, Roger G. Staging' Successful Tournaments. San
Francisco: United States Volleyball Association, 1969. ($5:95) (Note: Address
of USVBA Publications is P.O. Box 286, Huntington,Beacb, CA 92648.)

Cherebegu, Gabriel. Volleyball Techniques. Sararancisco: United States Volley7'
ball ASsociation, 1968. ($3.95)

Cohen, Harlan. Power Volleyball Drills. Hollywbod, CA: CreatiVe Sports Books,1971. ($2)
Coleman, James E. and Liskevych, Taras N . Pictorial Analysis of Power Volleyball.

San Francisco: United States Volleyball Association, 1975. ($5.95)
Coleman, Jim. Modern Volleyball Drills. Available through United Sjates Volley-

ball Association Publicationg.
Coleman, Jim. Power Volleyball. Chicago: Athletic Institute, 1972. ($2.95; paper-

back $1.50) "
Egstrom, Glen and Schaafsma, Frances. Volleyball. Dubuque, IA: Wm. C. Brown

Co., 1972. ($1.95).
Furuichi, Suguru. A Guide to Volleyball. Available through USVBA Publications.
Herzog, Karl., Volleybail Movements in Pictures. Montreal', Canada:. Can Am

Volleyball, 2730' Rosemont Blvd.,' Montreal, P.Q. HI Y 1L4. ($17)
International Coaches Manual. Ontario, Canada: Canadian Volleyball Association,

333'River Rd., Vanier, Ontario K1L 8B9. ($10)
International Volleyball Federation Coaches Manual. Available through USVBA

Publications.
Keller, Val. Point, Game, and Match: Coaching Supplement. Hollywood, CA:

Creative Sports Books, 1971. ($3.50)
Keller. -Val. Polly, Game and Match! Hollywood. CA: Creative SPorts Books,1968. ($150)
National Coaches Technkal- Module l . Available through USVBA Publications.

($7.5.))
-National Coaches Technical-Module II. Available through USVBA Publications.

($8.95)
Nicholls, Keith. Modern Volleyball. New York:- British Book Center, 1976.($14.95)
Odencal, Wm. T. and Wilson,, Harry E. Beginning Volleyball. Belmont, CA:/ Wadsworth Publishing CO., 1969. ($1.45)
Official Rides of the United States Volleyball Association. Available through

USVBA Publications. ($1)'
Official Volleyball Guide. Available through USVBA Publications. ($3.50)
Olympic Volleyball Report. Available through USVBA Publications.'
Peck, Wilbur. Volleyball. Riverside, NJ: Macmillan, 1970. ($2.95)
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Peppier, MarY Jo. Inside Volleyball for Women. Chicago: Contemporary Books,
.1977. ($5.95)'

Point, 'Game, and Match Performance Charts. Hollywood, CA: Creative Sports
Books. ($2)

Prsala, Jan. Fundamental Volleyball Contacts. Hollywood, CA: Creative Spotti
. Books, 1974. ($4.95)
Robison, Bonnie and Sports Illustrated editors: Sports /Migrated Volleyball. New

York, Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1970. ($4.95; paperback $1.95)
Sandefur, Charles R. voileybal. Pacific, Palisades, C,A: Goodyear, 1970. ($2.95)
Scates, Allen and Ward, lane. Volleyball. Rockleigh, NJ: Allyn & Bacon, 1975.

($1.95)`
Allen E. Winning Vo114ba ll., Rockleigh, NJ: Allyn & Bacon, 1976. ($10.95)

§cates, Allen. Winning Volleyball: Fundamentals, Tactics, and Strategy. 2ncred.
Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 1976. ($10.95)

Schaafsma, Frances and +leek, Ann. Volleyball for Coachei and Teachers.
Dubuque, IA: Wm. C. Brown, 1971. ($3.50)

Schurman, Dewey; Volleyball.'Paterson, NJ: Atheneum, 1974. ($5:95)
*Selznick, Pene, and Valentine, Tom. Inside Volleyball. Chicago: Henry Regnery,

1973. ($1.95; paperback $3.95)
Shondell, Donald S. add Mc Manama, Jerre. Volleyball. Englewood Cliffs., N.1:'

Prentice-Hall. 1971. ($4.95; 'paperback $1.95)
Slaymager, Thomas and Brown. Virginia 11. Power Volleyball. Philadelphia: W.B.

Saunders, 1970: ($3)
The Spiker. Published and sold by Canadian Volleyball Association, Vanier, On-

tario. ($1
ternant, alltyball Team Play. Ontario, Canada: Canadian Volleyball

Association. ($6.50)
Thigpen, Janet. Power Volleyball for Girls and Women. Dubuque, IA: Wrn. C.

Brown, 1974. ($3.95).
Toyoda, Hiroshi, Training Theory for Volleyball in Japdn. Vols. 1 & 2. Scar-

borough, Ontario, Canada: Canadian V011eyball Association Publications, 1971.
Available from the Associatioli, 78 Telford Drive, Ontario, Canada.

Volleyball-Notes for Teachers. London, England: English VolleYball Association,
128 Melton Rd...West Bridgeford, Nottingham, NG2 6EP England. ($1.25
approx.)

- 'Volleyball Rule Book. National Federation Edition, Ayailable from National Feder-
ation of State High School Associations, 400 Leslie St., P.O. Box 98, Elgin, IL
60120. 85e.

Artkles

Adams. Larry. Developing setters to run a fast offem;e. Coaching: Women' i Ath-
letics 4, no. 3: May/June 1978; 74.

Angle, George. Drill progression for the serve reception. Coach: Women's Athletics
3: Sept./Oct. 1976, 6-7, 12.

Beal, Doug. Running the X. Valleyball Magazine, no, 14, July/Aug. 1978.
Bright, Patti Stretching and wariving up. Volleyball Magazine, no. 15. Sept./

Oct/Nov. 1978.
Brue, Deborah. Ile veloping the power hitter. Volleyball Magazine 5, no. I: Ian./

Feb. 1979:*
de Avila. Fernando. Blocking the quick attack. Volleyball Magazine, no. 17,

Feb./Mani? 1979.
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Dreidame, R. Elaine and Corcoran, Kay. Coaching volleyball. Coach: Women' s
Athletics 3: Sept./Oct. 1976, 11, 22, 42-43.

Dudas, W. L. New standards for volleyball. Athletic Journal 56: May 197§, 20.
Gonzalez, B.G. Power serve in girls' high school volleyball. Aihletrc Journal 51.

June 1973, 11.
Gregory, Kathy. Setting and offense. Coaching: Women' s Athletics 4, no. 1: lan./

Feb'. 1978.
.Hansethjay. Outside hitting. Volleybdll Magazine, no. 18, April/May 1979.

Hayward, R.B. First cord professional sport: volleyball! Journal of Physical Edu-
. cation 73: Sept. 1975, 24.
Mengs, Jim. Beach defense. Volleyball Magazine: no. 13, MaY/June 1978.
Meyer, Gladys. Volleyball: finger pass, forgarm pass, underhand serve. Woman

Coach 2: Jan./Feb. 1975, 8, 12, 20-21.
'Meyer, Gladys. Volleyball: overhand serve, spike, block.. Woman Coach 2: Mar./

Apr. 1976, 14-17, 20-21.
Peppier, Mary Jo. A teaching progression for the volley.-Woman Coach 2, no. 5:

May/June 1976.
Scatp, A. E. Power volleyball. Journal of Health, Physical Education, Recreation

44: Oct. 1973, 32-39.
Scates, Al. Volleyhalldive . . dive . . . dive! Young Athlete, May/June 1976, 46-48.
Scates, Allen. Volleyball for children. Journal of Health, Physical Education,

Recreation 46: Nov./Dec. 1975, 26-30.
Scates, Al. Middle attack. Volleyball Magazine, no. 10; Nov./Dec. 1977.
-Shondell, Don and Mc Manama, Jerre. 2-1-3 volleyball defense. Athletic Journal 53:

Dec . 1973, 38(.42. '11
Shondell, Doti and McManama, Jerre. Volleyball fundamental and techniques.

Athletic Joarnal 52: Dec. 1971, 32-42.
Shondell, Don and Mc Manama. Jerre. 2-4 volleyball defense. Athletic Journal 54:

Dec. 1973, 20-24.
Skorek, 'Edward: Shot .selection. Volleyball Magazine, no. 12, March/April 1978.
Spike your exercise program with.volleyball. The Physician and Sports Medicine 3:

Nov. 1975, 113-114: 's
Stokes, Roberta. Power volleyball drills. Woman Coach 2: May/June 1976, 30.
Voelz, C. First things first. \Athletic journal 56: Feb. 1976, 30.
Wagner, B. Variety in your Volleyball. Journal of Health, Physical Education,

Recreation 46: June 1975, 41.

Magazines

USA Volkyhall Review. P.O. Box 77065, San Francisco, CA 94107. Vissues per
year; $2. r

Volleyball. Magazine, 9420-D Activity Rd., San Diego, CA 92126. 6 issues per
year, $6.

Volleyball Technical Journal, 333 River Rd., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. 3 issues per
year, $15.

Research Studies

Campbell, Mary Jo. The effects of traditional and contingency management methods
on performance in selexted volleyball skills. Ph.D. dissertation. Ohio State
University. 1973.

'Comeaux, Barbara A. Development of a Volleyball selection test battery for girls.
M.S. thesis, Lamar Univetsity, 1974. -
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Kirkpafrick. Jane. Two methods of learning the serve in volleyball. M.S. thesis,
Southern Illinois University. 1973.

Mayhugh, Shirley. Ile development of a pictorial rating sheet to be used to evaluate
individuals playing a game of volleyball. M.A. thesis. Texas Woman's Uni-
versity, 1973.

Monroe, Mary Diane. The effect of specific training on performance of the volleyball
spike. M.S. thesis, University of California, Los Angeles, 1971.

Rauh, Sharon Lynn. Comparison of the open and closed hand positiorts used to
execute the forearm pass in power volleyball. Specialist degree (in physical
education), Central Washington State College, 1972.

Veloria. Earl Esteban. The history of volleyball on the Island of Hawaii: M.S. thesis,
1974.
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COACHES ACADEMIES OF THE
NATIONAL COACHES COUNCIL

The National Coaches Academies were formed by the NAGWS to:
(1) provide a channel of direct communication among coaches at all educational

levels
(2) assist in the formulation and dissemination of guiding principles, standards and

Fmlicies for conducting competitive sports programs for girls and women
(3) keep members informed of current coaching techniques and trends
(4) sponsor clinics and conferences in sports and coaching skilts
(5) provide input from coaches to. USCSC sports.committees and representative

assembly
-(6) promote cooperative efforts with other sports-centered organizations
(7) provide a united body for positive political action in the realm fgirls' and

women's athletics...

Academies for 10 sports have been established. (Note the application blank for
specific listings.) Membership in each.Academy is open to any coach of girls' or
women's sports or any interested peeson. Annual dues for A AHPERD members are
$10.00 per Academy. Non- A A H PE R D members pay $20.00 annually for member-
ship in one sport Academy and $10.00 for each additional Academy membership
descr-4. The $10.00 non-membership fee may be applied at any time toward
A A HP ER D membership.

Get involved . . JOIN NOW.
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NAME

ADDRESS 4

Sports Academies of the NATIONAL COACHES COUNCIL
National Association for Girls and Women in Sport: AAHPER'D

1201 16th St., r*I.W., Washington. D.C. 20036

Loa ftru irnHai

zip

FOR OFFICE USE:

AMT:

AAHPERD MEMBERS: Membership number as appears on your journal label:
Teaching/Coaching level (please cheek): College_ Jr. College High School__ Jr. High__Elementary Other. ,

Please check the acadeniies you wish to join:* .

Li Gfmnastics Soft bill 0 Swimming/Diving 0-Synchronized Swimming
Tennis 0 Track & Field_ 0 Volleyball

0 Badmintoi 0 Basketball 0 Field Hockey

I am willing to ,serve on an Academy commtee: E3

*AAHPERD members: $10.00 per Academy. Non-AAHPERD members:°'$20.00 for one Academy; $10.00 each additionalAcademy. $10.00 non-membership fee may be applied at any time toward AAHPERE5 membership.

Please send AAHPERD membership informatioiv yes no



NAGWS RTS GUIDES COMMITTEES
INTEREST INDICATOR

The N AGWS Sport Guide Committee is endeavoring to broaden its base of
personnel and to strengthen serviees to Guide readers. The purpose of this form is to
offer readers an opportunity to join us in meeting this need. Please complete-this formand send it to the Guide Coordinator, Jean L. Perry, University of Illinois
Urrhana-Champaign,- 107 Fluff Gym, Champaign, IL 61820.

Name ._
Profes_sional Address

City .. _ State..____ LIP Code_.._

I. Check the Sport Committee(s) which would be of interest to you:
Aquatics Fencing Soccer
Archery Field Hockey .. Softball
Badmimon Flag Football Speedhall
Baskethall Golf . Squash
Howling Ourfasocs Synchronited Swimming
Competitive Swinmling Lacrosse Team Handtrall
Cross-country track Orienteering Tennis
Cross country. Skiing Racquetball Truck and Field
Diving

. Skiin Volleyball
Water Polo

2. Would you like to serve as member of a Sports Guide Committee of yourinteresr.' . Yes No
3. Would you consider submitting an article to a Guide Committee as a prospective

author'? Yes _ No
Possible topic or title _ .... _ ..._____

4. Can you suggest topics for articles which you would.hke to have included in future
Guide's? (Please indicate sport.)

5. Are there others whom you would recommend for consideration as Possible
comMittee members or authors? Please indicate below. (Use additional paper, if
necessary.)

Name

Prolessionul Address

City Stale .. ZIP Code
Sports Committee Ntemher tirospective Author ;I (('heck one)

Sport(s)
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NAGWS SPORTS LIBRARY

INGWS SPECIAL PUBLICMIONS
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RESEARCH INVOLVING FEMALE SUBJ CTS .

EQUALITY IN SPORT FOR WOMEN
WOMEN'S ATHLETICS: COPING WITH CONTROVERSY
FUNDAMENTALS OF ATHLETIC TRAINING FOR WOMEN
LEAGUE CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS FOR GIRLS INTER-

SCHOLASTIC SPORTS A SUGGESTED GUIDE
MOTIVNTION IN COACHING A TEAM SPORT
NAGWS RESEARCH REPORTS H AND III
RIDING STANDARDS

RELATED AAHPERD PUBLICATIONS

Complying with Title IX in Physical Eduqtion and Sports
Development of Human Values through Sports
Drugs and the Coach
Nutrition for Athletes
Programs That Work Title IX
Rules for Coeducational Activities and Sports
Sports Skills Test Manuals (for Aithery, Basketball, Softball, Football and Volley-

ball)
Intramural Ideas
Intramural Portfolio
Safety in Team Sports
Safety in Individual and Dual Sports
Safety in AquatVctivities

For current price and order information, write AAHPERD Promotion Unit, 1201
I6th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
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